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Abstract 

 

Zora Neale Hurston: An Emotional Biography is an edition of letters written by Zora 

Neal Hurston in the final years of her life. Each letter is preceded by an introduction that 

familiarizes the reader with the social, historical, and emotional context of the letter. This 

study will attempt to work out an emotional biography of Hurston by studying the symbolic 

language of her letters, and then situating this language in the context of her socio-historical 

history.  By focusing on the emotional and personal history revealed in these letters and 

documents scholars are able to consider Hurston as both a literary figure and an individual, 

emotional woman and apply this knowledge to her biography, her work, and her socio-

historical circumstance.   
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Note to the Reader 

  

My goal in organizing Zora Neale Hurston: An Emotional Biography is to reveal the 

emotional history of the final years of Zora Neale Hurston‟s life by situating her letters in the 

context of her personal history and social circumstance. In D.C. Greetham‟s foreword to 

Jerome McGann‟s A Critique of Modern Textual Criticism, Greetham writes that authority is 

derived “…from the accumulated social history of the work in its various public postures. 

This means that a later, derived text, if it can be shown to have social and historical presence 

and influence, is also a primary text in the charting of that history of reception.”
1
 There is no 

doubt that Hurston‟s letters can be shown to have social and historical presence and 

influence- whether she is writing about her disappointment in Brown vs. Board of Education 

or the limitations that her gender, age, and race bound her in. Her letters are deeply personal 

but simultaneously reveal the stormy socio-political climate at this point in history, and an 

understanding of this history is crucial to understanding how Hurston could be relatively 

forgotten at the time of her death and for a period after her death, despite her impressive 

literary and academic achievements. By placing the letters and documents in a “historical 

continuum,” spanning the last years of Hurston‟s literary career and life, readers of Hurston 

can begin to understand how Hurston‟s work is a sign of her social and historical 

circumstance, and how her once-obscurity is a sign of social and historical circumstance as 

well.
2
 Hurston removed from her position as a black woman writer and anthropologist living 

in the South would not bring us any closer to understanding Hurston‟s work, or Hurston as a 

person.  

                                                 
1
 Greetham, xviii. 

 
2
 Ibid., xiii. 
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  Once we have a grasp of this socio-historical continuum, we can begin to understand 

how Hurston emotionally operated in this continuum. Hurston‟s reveals her emotion in these 

letters through key writing gestures and a clear voice that resonates through her writing, 

whether she is happy, suspicious, or disappointed. Hurston almost always describes how she 

is feeling at the moment in her letters; when she is happy, as she is around the time she wrote 

her July 9, 1951 letter to Jean Parker Waterbury, she writes about it, and her happiness is 

reflected in her word choice. When Hurston is unhappy, the content of her letters show her to 

be suspicious, injured, and grandiose.  

Readers should pay attention to when Hurston does not explicitly describe how she is 

feeling; in these instances her voice clearly changes. It becomes less expressive, and she 

tosses out the individualized, folksy language she uses in, for example, her emotional 

October 25, 1951 letter where she uses “igging (ignoring)” and “famished hungry.”  When 

Hurston feels that her personal and professional voice is suppressed, the voice of her letters 

reflect that change; it becomes slightly less personalized, such as in her January 16, 1959 

letter to the Harper Brothers Publishers Editorial Department.  

Focusing on the emotional and personal history revealed in these letters and 

documents allows scholars to remember Zora Neale Hurston beyond her figure as an author 

and move toward a more nuanced view of her as a complicated woman, one who had tasted 

both wild success and bitter hardship. Concentrating on Hurston‟s letters from the last years 

of her life allows several key themes to emerge, which can then be used as themes of her 

emotional history of this time. These themes pertain to both her professional and personal life 

because Hurston‟s emotional being was affected by both at once. These themes can generally 

be grouped together as happiness/independence, uncertainty/anxiety, and 
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loneliness/disappointment. We understand her as lonely, alienated, and poor when she writes 

of her money troubles and hints at her poverty through her lack of winter coat and groceries.
3
 

We feel her anger and her disappointment when she underlies words and writes in the 

margins and in all capital letters. We see her as both anxious and happy, suspicious and 

hopeful. We also get a sense of how Hurston feels about herself and her accomplishments, as 

well as her famous pride, through the fact that so much of her letters refer to herself and these 

accomplishments without deploying even false modesty.  

Using Hurston‟s letters as the content to reach this goal allows us to see Hurston in 

her own words. Because Hurston herself has written these letters, and they make up the basis 

for our analysis, Hurston is in effect opening the curtain across her life for us. When we read 

her letters and concentrate on the emotions she exposes in them, we get a view of Hurston 

that is not censored by a publisher, as her autobiography was. This emotional view is honest, 

even unconscious, and different than the views offered by her published work.  

Carla Kaplan identifies a similar need in collecting and publishing the personal letters 

of Hurston: “They broaden what we know about her life and times and restore much-needed 

complexity to a writer who has often been loved too simply.”
4
 Her letters reveal her life as a 

writer, her disappointment, her interests, her politics, and perhaps, as Kaplan suggests, 

without knowing any part of Hurston‟s inner life we cannot know her as a writer, or truly 

understand her work. For example, critics have been puzzled by Hurston‟s support of 

conservative politicians and policies later in her life, and understanding her emotional history 

gives us a clue. We know from her letter to Jean Parker Waterbury on July 15, 1951, among 

others, that Hurston felt an increasing sense of paranoia and distrusted institutions that were 

                                                 
3
 July 19, 1951 and October 25, 1951 letters to Waterbury. 

4
 Kaplan, 30.   
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in place to protect individual‟s interests. She agrees to leave the literary agency that brought 

her success because she has a suspicion that they are giving other authors her idea. When she 

distrusts a person or idea, she acts out perhaps irrationally, going arguably too far in her 

presumption: “You are not dumb about the head, so you must know that Watkins is probably 

accusing us both of ingratitude, etc., me, in particular, and kidding herself that I am to be 

prevented from profiting by it, and you are not to succeed with your new firm if it can be 

helped. I am going to show her that she is not doodly-squat.”
5
 We of course must keep this 

history of betrayal, paranoia, suspicion, and reactionary actions in mind when we are 

scratching our heads over, for example, her August 11, 1955 letter to the Orlando Sentinel 

opposing Brown v. Board of Education, because without any idea of Hurston‟s emotional 

state at the time we cannot truly understand her writings or actions. Once we acknowledge 

the clues of Hurston‟s emotional history through her writing style, voice, and word choice we 

can apply these discoveries to other writings and to the broader picture of her life.  

My goal to reveal Hurston‟s emotional biography through the socio-historical 

contexts of her letters was designed to give us a truer, more complete picture of what readers 

know of Hurston. Inevitably, readers familiar with Hurston connect her last years with 

poverty and obscurity. Of course, this stereotype is not without basis. Hurston‟s life and 

reputation grew increasingly obscure and she was buried in a pauper‟s grave. As I began the 

design for this project and began noting the emotions that her letters reveal, I wanted to be 

careful to not exploit Hurston in her death, or write along the lines of this stereotype only. 

For example, I was surprised to read of Hurston‟s effervescent happiness in a letter to Jean 

Parker Waterbury on July 9, 1951. Of course I cannot presume to understand Hurston 

completely, not only because I never knew her but because she was a self-constructed 

                                                 
5
Hurston to Jean Parker Waterbury, July 15, 1951.   
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enigma.  Hurston was also habitual liar- the later years of her life she pretended to be at least 

ten years young than she was, and she carefully guarded many aspects of her personal life to 

work towards a constructed persona. But these letters will hopefully train us in how we can 

read Hurston in her historical context, and how we can extract her guarded personality from 

her writing.    

Robert E. Hemenway wrote his seminal biography of Hurston in 1976, and in the first 

biography of the re-emerging author he concentrates on establishing an accurate, factual 

account of Hurston‟s life and an order to the interpretation of her art. Hemenway explains 

that his intention in researching and writing his biography is to demonstrate why Hurston 

deserves an important place in American and especially Afro-American, literary history.
6
 Yet 

Hemenway acknowledges that there is more to be discovered and understood about Hurston, 

and calls for a definitive future biography to be written by a black woman.
7
 Valerie Boyd 

answers this call with her biography, and relies on Hurston‟s letters even more than 

Hemenway. 

 If one could say that Hemenway leaned too heavily on establishing the facts of 

Hurston‟s life, perhaps out of necessity in laying the groundwork for establishing her 

biography, they could also say that Boyd‟s seeming spiritual connection with Hurston led to 

an account of the writer‟s life that was speculative and biased. While Boyd‟s answer to 

Hemenway‟s call is in many ways successful and useful in understanding the author, Hurston 

is generally presented in terms of the many injustices that she faced; Elizabeth Robeson 

                                                 
6
 Hemenway, xx. 

  
7
 Ibid., xx.  
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agrees, writing that the biography “reduces [Hurston‟s] travails to the conspiring forces of 

racism, misogyny, and jealousy [and] dulls the luster of her struggle and accomplishment.”
8
  

Deborah G. Plant and Virginia Moylan also offer biographies of Hurston and use 

approaches outside of Hurston‟s emotional history or chronological life. Plant focuses on the 

spiritual life of the author. Moylan, much like this project, is focused on the final decade of 

Hurston‟s life, however rather than meditating on the emotional impact of this tumultuous 

decade on Hurston, Moylan‟s work frames the decade in terms of her experience with Florida 

and her friendships.  

Like Boyd this edition privileges the personal history of Hurston, however my 

intention is not to do so at the sacrifice of her factual biography and hopes to avoid 

stereotypes or exploitation.  While previous biographies gathered facts to order an 

understanding of Hurston‟s life, this edition benefits from their work in that in a small way it 

is released from the pressure of “discovering” many of the details of Hurston‟s life.  

Instead of approaching Hurston with a lens exterior to Hurston herself – Hemenway 

approaches her from a respectful distance with a lens of a life history, Boyd with an African 

American and feminist perspective, Plant uses a spiritual framework, and Moylan offers a 

socio-political critique – this edition approaches Hurston with an interior lens. This approach 

follows Kenneth Burke‟s theory of language as symbolic action, in that it looks to the private 

acts as symbolic of the author‟s style and method. Burke writes that in this symbolic action, 

“the poet‟s burdens [are] symbolic of his style, and his style symbolic of his burdens.”
9
  

Burke similarly works out a psychology of Coleridge by studying recurrent images in his 

                                                 
8
 Robeson, 935.  

  
9
 Burke, 17. 
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criticism, lectures, and personal letters.
10

 This study will attempt to work out an emotional 

biography of Hurston by studying the symbolic language of her letters, and then situating this 

language in the context of her socio-historical history.  In other words, we will look to 

Hurston‟s symbols to find what Hurston tells us about herself.  We will find what interiority 

she reveals in her personal letters, and then use this uncovered interiority to reveal her 

feelings about the exteriority of her life, including Hurston as an author and as a figure in the 

literary imagination. This edition approaches Hurston from the inside of her life, established 

by Hurston herself through her letters, to arrive at a larger, broader, “outside” picture of 

Hurston.   

This edition is also different from Carla Kaplan‟s collection of Hurston‟s letters, 

which to my knowledge is the only other edition that includes full reproductions of letters. 

Kaplan‟s edition spans through Hurston‟s life and is always focused on the how the letters 

contribute to an understanding of Hurston as an author. Kaplan‟s collection, including her 

introductory notes, are ordered first to an understanding of Hurston‟s work. Any deeper 

understanding of Hurston‟s biography or emotional life are secondary to this goal.  This 

edition, however, is focused on the later years of Hurston‟s life, after her professional career 

has careened. Zora Neale Hurston: An Emotional Biography is the first to include a detailed, 

focused analysis of specific letters, and they only to do so with the primary aim of 

understanding an emotional biography of Hurston.  

By all accounts, Zora was a proud woman. We get a sense of this pride in some of her 

letters collected here – for example, her March 6, 1952 letter to Jean Parker Waterbury 

briefly mentions her poverty and illness, but she clearly has not intention of asking for help, 

nor acknowledging the true depths of her trouble. We sense how much she wants to 

                                                 
10

 Ibid., 21. 
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participate in a debate in Boston because she writes that she wants to do it “very, very much” 

but she quickly redirects the letter‟s focus on her poverty and inability to participate to her 

other professional accomplishments. Hurston‟s voice is clear in the letter but so is her 

trademark grandiosity, and she discusses how she has the “inside track” to solve American 

antagonism in Asia.  Because Hurston often redirects focus away from her failures and 

difficulties it is unlikely that the full extent of Hurston‟s hardships, or happiness for that 

matter, would be conveyed in her letters. Therefore this edition contains personal documents 

in addition to the letters penned by Hurston. These documents, such as a final demand of 

payment from the Fort Pierce Memorial Hospital, historically situate Hurston outside of her 

correspondence back into the world in which she lived, a world that was demanding and 

harsh on her.  These letters are located in the back of the edition, so that readers may apply to 

them the knowledge they have gained from the letters.  These additional documents are 

organized chronologically and are all from the Zora Neale Hurston Papers at the George A. 

Smathers Library at the University of Florida, Gainesville.  

I hope that including this additional correspondence and documents referring to Zora 

Neale Hurston offers the reader a window to her contemporaries‟ view of her at that 

particular time, and situate Hurston‟s life outside of her representation of it to her 

correspondents. Was the job rejection she received from Patrick Air Force Base written 

curtly? Does the letter indicate an awareness of the experience they are rejecting, and is there 

any remorse for it? Including such documents allows to reader to experience and react to, in a 

small way, the rejection and destitution that Hurston experienced. No further notes are 

offered on these documents, as they are straightforward. 
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The audience for this edition is imagined to be any Zora Neale Hurston scholar 

interested in the end of her life, but more broadly, any Hurston scholar interested in how 

Hurston‟s personal and literary life was affected by her social and historical circumstance. 

Hurston‟s lived a rich, often frenzied life, and at times it can be difficult to keep track of the 

order of events and where Hurston lived at certain periods. For the reader‟s convenience, and 

to work towards an understanding of Hurston‟s emotional biography, a chronology of her life 

is included at the beginning of the edition. The biographical information included in the 

chronology is mainly from Kaplan‟s collection of Hurston‟s letters, and from Boyd‟s 

biography. If from another source, it is noted in the chronology. When quoting the author 

from these sources, the page number is cited. Quotes attributed to Hurston are from her 

autobiography. In addition to important facts and dates, the chronology includes, as much as 

possible, Hurston‟s emotional history. The chronology was also written with the letters of 

this edition in mind, and as much as possible, includes information that is important or 

included in these letters. This chronology is by no means exhaustive.  

In addition to the chronology, each letter is introduced with the social, historical, and 

biographical context that the letter was written in and is meant to expose and analyze the 

emotional history each letter reveals. These introductions will include a short history of the 

relationship between Zora and the correspondent, when applicable, and offers a general 

context for the letter. Letters are arranged chronologically in order to situate the letters in 

Hurston‟s chronological life.   

The vast majority of the letters in this edition were type-written, making 

reproductions fairly easy to read. However, in two letters Hurston has written in the margins 

of her letter. In these, a clear text is provided alongside the text of the reproduction, for the 
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reader‟s convenience. Burke writes that “the main ideal of criticism… is to use all that there 

is to use,”
11

 and a consideration of Hurston‟s marginalia is as important and symbolic of 

Hurston‟s emotional biography as the main text of her letter is.  The edition contains one 

letter that is handwritten, and it was the last letter the aging Zora wrote. A clear-text 

transcription is presented alongside the reproduction, as Hurston‟s handwriting is at times 

difficult to read. These transcriptions preserve end-of-line breaks of the original document 

and are, as much as possible, presented alongside the corresponding lines in the original 

document. Hurston‟s June 11, 1945 draft of a letter to W.E.B Du Bois is mostly type-written, 

and mistakes were corrected by hand. No transcription is offered as the corrections are easy 

to read and generally minor. The decision to transcribe the applicable letters and to transcribe 

these lines as they appear in the letters was made according to the aim of this project: if the 

emotion that Hurston reveals in her words are the most important, the words should be as 

easy-to-read as possible so the reader can focus on the implicit meaning, rather than be 

distracted by a surface reading of the letter.    

Following each letter‟s introduction, the text of the letter is presented. As much of the 

context for the letter will be provided in the introduction, minimal footnotes are used. 

Footnotes are given underneath the text of the letter in order to more fully create the socio-

historical context Hurston is writing in, and for the reader‟s immediate convenience as they 

read each letter. A word that has been noted is indicated by a corresponding number 

alongside the line in which it occurs. This strategy was chosen to preserve the original image 

of the letter, so readers may wish to read the notes at the bottom of the letter before reading 

the letter in order to have the context the note provides before they read it. In subsequent 

references, the notes won‟t be repeated, including if already addressed in a previous 

                                                 
11

 Ibid., 23. 
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introduction. In the best case scenario, the reader could get the information from the first note 

in the index, however, an index is beyond the scope of this project. Readers who are 

interested in a particular person or relationship noted should seek additional information, as 

Hurston kept many interesting correspondents who led exciting and important lives outside 

of her relationship with them.  

 When quoting from a letter in the introduction or notes, Hurston‟s mistakes are 

presented uncorrected. Hurston‟s mistakes are preserved because this edition is participating 

in a celebration of Hurston and attempts to uncover truths about her emotional life. To 

correct the author‟s mistakes would work against this project, especially because Hurston 

overall appears to be a good speller who is an imperfect typist. Further, Hurston was a 

celebrated anthropologist and linguist who had a deep appreciation and interest in how 

individuals and cultures use and re-appropriate language. Hurston surely would have been 

interested in her spelling mistakes. We will follow her lead. Line-end hyphenation from the 

original text is not followed when quoting the line in the introduction.  Often these 

introductions include quotations from letters that are not included in the edition, likely based 

on availability.  Quotes from these letters were chosen even though they are not available in 

this edition because they are evidence of Hurston‟s emotional history that is not fully 

revealed in the letters available here. The source of these quotations are from Kaplan‟s 

collection of Hurston‟s letters, and the page where this letter can be found is listed in the 

footnote of the introduction.  

Unfortunately, many of Hurston‟s manuscripts and letters were burned following her 

death. Fortuitously, many letters were saved but were nonetheless badly burned. Included in 

this edition is a burned letter that Hurston wrote to William Nunn, editor of the Pittsburgh 
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Courier. When this letter is quoted in its introduction, when a reasonable guess could be 

made for a partial word, the guessed letters are included in squared brackets. Words that were 

destroyed or are illegible due to damage are indicated with an ellipsis. This is the only 

symbol that appears in the edition. No attempt is made to guess at the words that were 

completely charred away, mostly because Hurston would have hated to have words put into 

her mouth and it appears that up to one-third of the letter was obliterated by the fire.  

The copy texts for this edition are digital scans provided by the Special and Area 

Studies Collections at the George A. Smathers library at the University of Florida, with the 

following exceptions: Hurston‟s June 11, 1945 letter to W.E.B. Du Bois and January 16, 

1959 letter to Harper Brothers. The source of the former is a reproduction from Lucy 

Hurston‟s edition of letters and the latter is a scan of a photographic reproduction in Kaplan‟s 

collection.  

To make it uncomplicated for other scholars to access the original letters themselves, 

citations for these letters and documents include the collection that houses the original letter, 

and are listed in the end matter. Ideally, an edition covering the emotional history of Hurston 

would have included many more letters from many different collections. However, these 

letters were the most accessible in the time frame for this project, and the Smathers library‟s 

collection appears to be the most accessible for researchers. I attempted to choose letters that 

spanned the length of the final years of her life, and touched on as many different topics as 

possible so that the reader can be exposed to the emotional spectrum of Hurston‟s final years.   

If we examine the chosen letters as a whole I believe that we can fairly adequately 

trace Hurston‟s emotional biography in her twilight years. We can be a witness to a period 
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that critics generally write off as a time of collapse and confusion, “a talent in ruins.”
12

 I hope 

that this edition serves as a memorial of this talent, however dilapidated, and will shed light 

on those final dark years of Hurston‟s life, perhaps in hope that by acknowledging and 

specializing on this time in her life, we can atone for our communal neglect.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
12

 Hemenway, 345. 
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Chronology 

 

1891- Zora Neale Lee Hurston is born January 15, 1891, to Lucy Potts Hurston and John 

Potts in Notasulga, Alabama. Hurston would later claim to be born in Eatonville, Florida, 

where her family would move one year later.  She is the fifth of eight children and the second 

and last girl. 

 

1890- The family moves to Eatonville, Florida and does not lack material comforts on their 

five acres of land. Eatonville is the first all-black, incorporated, self-governed town in the 

country, and Hurston grows up fairly sheltered from the racism that she will inevitably face 

as she branches out into the world. Her father seemed determined to break Hurston‟s spirit 

before she branched out into the white world, and always took his daughter down a notch for 

acting “too big” or “too white.”
13

  He believes that there is a place for Hurston in the world 

and actively works to suppress her ambition and dreams.   

 

1904- Hurston‟s beloved mother Lucy dies. Hurston is absolutely devastated and is haunted 

by her failure to fulfill Lucy‟s deathbed wishes for the rest of her life. Hurston said her 

mother‟s death “was the end of a phase in my life. I was old before my time with grief of 

loss, of failure, and of remorse… That hour began my wanderings.”
14

 Hurston had had a 

vision that she would be orphaned and alone, and two weeks after the funeral Hurston‟s 

father sends her away to school in Jacksonville. She said that “school in Jacksonville was one 

of those twilight things. It was not dark, but it lacked the bold sunlight that I craved… Just a 

jagged hole where my home used to be.”
15

 John Hurston tells the school that they may adopt 

her, but the school also rejects young Zora and sends her home alone.   

 

1905- Hurston‟s father marries twenty-year old Mattie Moge. Hurston and her siblings 

assume that their father had had an affair with Moge when their mother was still alive. 

Hurston feels that her father is betraying both her and her mother and is furious. Hurston 

continues to feel alienated and rejected by her father.  

 

1905-1912- According to Hurston‟s autobiography, around six years after her time in 

Jacksonville, Hurston briefly returns home. She writes that witnessing Moge sleep in her 

mother‟s bed and her mistreatment of the younger siblings “made a tiger out of me.”
16

 

Hurston‟s hate for her stepmother boils over and after provoked she attacks Moge, intent on 

killing her. Hurston is thrown out of the house. Very little is known about this period of 

Hurston‟s life and no known letters from this time survive. She probably lived a life of 

vagrancy, and eventually remerges to live with her brothers and their families in Florida and 

Connecticut. Hurston writes that “The five years following my leaving school at Jacksonville 

were haunted. I was shifted from house to house of relatives and friends and found comfort 

nowhere.”
17

 This period is plagued with poverty, the weight of which “went with me from 

the time I was ten years old until I achieved a sort of competence around twenty. Naturally, 

                                                 
13

 Boyd,14. 
14

 Hurston, Z., 67. 
15

 Ibid., 71. 
16

 Ibid., 75 
17

 Ibid., 87. 
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the first five years were the worst. Things and circumstances gave life a most depressing 

color.”
18

  

 

1916- After living with different brothers‟ families over a four-year period and moving from 

state to state, Hurston joins Gilbert and Sullivan as a maid. She lies about her age in order to 

be hired. Here she develops an interest in theater, lives in close proximity to white people for 

the first time, and takes a manicuring course. Hurston makes friends, is excited about her new 

job, and is generally happy.  

 

1917- Her engagement with the troupe ends and Hurston settles in Baltimore. She has her 

appendix removed and writes that she did not fear death in the hospital because “nobody 

would miss me very much, and I had no treasures to leave behind me.”
19

 Despite her 

loneliness and poverty, Hurston was determined to return to school. Maryland law dictated 

that free education be given to every black person until they were twenty years old. Hurston 

tells school officials that she was born in 1901 and enrolls. Hurston passes for being at least 

ten years younger than she is for the rest of her life.  

 

1918- Hurston enrolls in college preparatory class at Morgan Academy “with only one dress, 

a change of underwear, and a pair of tan sandals” and works as a maid.
20

  Despite her 

poverty, Hurston is very happy to be back in school. She dates, has many girlfriends, and fills 

in for absent teachers.   In the summer John Hurston dies in a car accident in Memphis. 

Hurston does not attend the funeral. His death marks a period of freedom for Hurston, as she 

“now had no one to answer to but herself, no one back home in Eatonville to make proud or 

to make ashamed.”
21

  She moves to Washington D.C. and works as a manicurist so that she 

can enroll at Howard University, and is very hopeful for a bright future.    

 

1920-1924- Hurston receives an associate degree from Howard in 1920. She is extremely 

proud of her time at the University, and her poetry suggests a preoccupation with love. She 

meets and dates her future husband, Herbert Sheen. She happily spends her time writing and 

interacting with prominent members of the Harlem Renaissance. She receives decent grades 

but is forced to drop out in 1924 when she can‟t afford tuition. Under her class photo is 

written her chosen personal motto: “I have a heart with room for every joy.”
22

 

 

1925- Hurston moves to New York and enrolls at Barnard College with the help of white 

patron Annie Meyer. She is its only black student. Her classmates are chilly toward her until 

she receives the friendship of the white Fannie Hurst. Her time there made her feel 

conspicuously black and different, but not inferior.  She studies English as well as 

Anthropology with Franz Boas.  

 

1927- Hurston experiences a year of good fortune. She receives a fellowship to collect 

folklore in Florida. She signs a patronage contract with Charlotte Osgood Mason, a wealthy 
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white patron of the Harlem Renaissance. On May 19, she marries Herbert Sheen in St. 

Augustine but says that “it was not my happiest day. I was assailed by doubts.” Hurston 

keeps her marriage quiet. She travels the south collecting folklore with Langston Hughes and 

Sheen returns to medical school in Chicago. Her work for Boas is sharply criticized, and she 

is humbled to find that she is not yet an expert anthropologist.  

 

1928- Hurston comes under the patronage of the wealthy and white Charlotte Osgood Mason, 

who insists the intellectuals on her pay roll call her “Godmother.” Hurston signs a contract 

that enables her to spend the entire year collecting folklore, with the option to continue into 

the next year. The contract is generous, paying her $200 a month and providing her with a 

car and camera, but does not stipulate a subject of study. Hurston abruptly severs ties with 

her husband, with whom she had spent little time. Hurston feels liberated by their 

communicative separation and by the lack of rigid academic scholarship, and her 

correspondence with Langston Hughes suggests that she is very happy and having fun on the 

assignment. Hurston declares her individuality in her essay “How it Feels to Be Colored Me” 

in May and Godmother was furious Hurston published without her permission. She receives 

her B.A. degree from Barnard. 

 

1929- Hurston moves to Eau Gallie, Florida to quietly sort through the folk material she has 

collected. Hurston reports that she is feeling a “little depressed spiritually”
23

 and is 

hospitalized with liver problems. She conducts research and survives a deadly hurricane in 

the Bahamas, which provides inspiration to write Their Eyes Were Watching God. Hurston 

ends the year extremely exhausted from her travels, and feels stifled by Mason‟s patronage.  

 

1930-1932- Hurston travels the country, working variously on writing and theater projects 

and conducting fieldwork. Hurston and Hughes have a bitter feud over a joint project to 

produce a play, and Hurston deeply mourns the loss but is accused of being bitter and 

vindictive in the argument.  Hurston‟s divorce from Sheen is finalized, and she is relieved to 

be freed from the obligations of marriage. She retreats Eatonville, eager to return to what she 

thought of as her home after her divorce and arguments Hughes.  

 

1933- Mason cuts off funding and though Hurston desperately needs the money, she is happy 

that she no longer is held accountable for every cent she spends. “Hurston was free to trust 

her own instincts, as a social scientists and an artist. As a result, her work flourished.”
24

   

Hurston publishes Jonah’s Gourd Vine and The Gilded Six-Bits and is invited to start a drama 

school at Bethune-Cookman College. She is thrilled with her professional success and at the 

end of the year says “Life has picked me up bodaciously and throwed me over the fence.”
25

 

 

1934-1935- Hurston receives funding to study for her doctorate with Boas. This amount is 

eventually and gradually reduced, and Hurston abandons her plans. Hurston works on several 

theater and folk music projects. Mules and Men is published and Hurston revels in her 

increasing celebrity. She meets a much-younger Percival McGuire Punter and says “I did not 
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just fall in love. I made a parachute jump.”
26

 Their relationship was apparently marred by 

domestic violence on at least one occasion and the two separate when Hurston refuses to give 

up her career.  

 

1936- Hurston writes Their Eyes Were Watching God in seven weeks, fueled by her 

relationship with Punter and her experience in the Bahamas. She receives a Guggenheim 

Fellowship and spends time in Haiti and Jamaica. Hurston studies voodoo and black magic 

and is fascinated by folk religions. This period of religious exploration uprooted Hurston‟s 

Baptist upbringing, and she decides that “organized creeds are collections of words around a 

wish. I feel no need for such.”
27

  

 

1937-1938- Hurston works variously on theater projects and writing and enjoys relative 

freedom and independence. She is enraged and feels betrayed by Alain Locke‟s poor review 

of Their Eyes Were Watching God. She works for the Works Progress Administration. 

 

1939- Hurston marries an employee of the WPA, Albert Price III. He is from a wealthy and 

prominent black family and at twenty-three is twenty-five years younger than Hurston. She 

lies on the marriage certificate, claiming to be twenty-nine when in actuality she is forty-

eight. The two live together sporadically, separate, and reconcile. Like her previous marriage, 

Hurston immediately regrets her decision to marry. She is very much capable of wild, 

passionate love, but seems to choose to marry men like her father- men who overlook her 

talent and suppress her ambition. After six weeks of marriage she abandoned her husband 

and WPA job for good and left town. Hurston claims in divorce papers that her husband 

refused to get a job and expected her to give up her career to take care of him. Price accuses 

her of using black magic on him, bullying, and giving him a venereal disease in the divorce 

papers. Hurston has a bout of malaria and is generally unhappy, her home life unstable, and 

her work projects unpredictable.  

 

1940- Hurston works for North Carolina College for Negroes, resigns, moves to South 

Carolina to study sanctified churches, then moves to New York City in late summer, where 

she briefly resumes her tempestuous relationship with Punter.  

 

1941- Hurston moves to Los Angeles and works on her autobiography. After the attack on 

Pearl Harbor, the manuscript is revised to exclude her critical comments on the government 

and its foreign policies. She works as a consultant for Paramount Pictures, earning her 

highest and most stable salary, and tries to interest the studio in her works.  When the studio 

defers, Hurston resigns and begins a leisurely trek back to the East Coast. She ends her 

autobiography looking back on her life, saying that she has seen triumph and failure, sorrow 

and happiness. While she looks toward the future and growing old, there is also a suggestion 

of death, that she senses her happy times and interesting life will come to an end in the near 

future. She writes that in old age she wants to “get mellow and think kindly of the world. I 

think I can be like that because I have known the joy and pain of deep friendship. I have 

served and been served. I have made some good enemies for which I am not a bit sorry. I 
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have loved unselfishly, and I have fondled hatred with the red-hot tongs of Hell. That‟s 

living.”
28

  

 

1942- Hurston continues collecting folklore. Dust Tracks on a Road is published and 

condenses or ignores several years worth of events so that Hurston is not inclined to reveal 

her actual age. The book stands as a testament to Hurston‟s terrific writing, but also to her 

penchant for ignoring difficult problems (she reports “no lurid tales of race discrimination at 

Barnard”) and lying about her personal life. It is generally well received but Arna Bontemp‟s 

review of the book is highly critical, echoing the sentiments of many other black reviewers: 

“Miss Hurston deals very simply with the more serious aspects of Negro life in America- she 

ignores them.”
29

 Despite the criticism, Boyd says that the autobiography was Hurston‟s way 

of making the revolutionary statement of: “This life, black and female, matters. And if this 

life matters, then all other black and females lives matter as well.”
30

  

 

1943-   Hurston lives in Florida and buys a houseboat. She divorces Price. Hurston is quoted 

as saying that Jim Crow System “works.” Roy Wilkins, acting on behalf of the NAACP, 

accuses Hurston of making the comments to drum up sales on her book, concluding “Those 

who are not for us, are against us.”
31

   Though Hurston denied making the claim, she believes 

Wilkins and the NAACP are whining and not helping their cause. The criticism that followed 

marked the beginning of a period of alienation from her peers and is an example of her own 

personal brand of politics that would increasingly isolate her. Perhaps this feeling of public 

banishment urged Hurston to settle down in a real home, and she moves to Florida, 

determined to save money for a home in Orange County. Hurston buys a houseboat in 

Florida and develops of routine of writing, cooking, and solitude. 

 

1944- Hurston marries James Howell Pitts on January 18 and divorces him in October. Pitts 

is eight years younger than Hurston and very little is known about their short union. She 

never mentions her husband or their divorce to any of her correspondents. Hurston spends 

time in Honduras and unsuccessfully lobbies to receive funding to continue her studies there. 

She becomes involved in a program called Recreation War, sponsored by Mary Holland, 

wife of Florida Governor Spessard Holland. She cherished her solitary time on her 

houseboat, telling a friend that she is “happier than I have ever been before in my life.”
32

  

 

1945- Hurston lobbies unsuccessfully for funding for anthropological expeditions. She works 

on two separate novels that are both rejected for publication and her editors suggest that her 

work is growing increasingly sloppy, although they offer little help in the way of edits. Still, 

Hurston says that she is very happy floating on her houseboat in the Florida sunshine, 

although she suffers greatly from various intestinal ailments.  She begins work on Herod the 

Great and suggests a cemetery for prominent black people in a letter to W.E.B Du Bois, 

perhaps thinking of her own death after her own bouts with illness.  
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1946- Hurston spends time in New York. Kaplan describes this as an unhappy and isolating 

year for Hurston.
33

  

  

1947- Hurston switches publishing firms from Lippincott to Scribner‟s, thereby changing 

editors. She continues work on her Herod manuscript and uses the advance for Seraph on the 

Suwanee to sail to Honduras.  

 

1948- Hurston returns from the Honduras and goes directly to New York to revise Seraph on 

the Suwanee before it is published. She rents a room in Harlem and is absolutely shocked 

when she is arrested on September 13, 1948. Boyd describes the charges as coming out of 

nowhere, “like a puff of poisonous gad.  Or like a sudden, savage thunderstorm on a 

cloudless day.”
34

  She is charged with sodomizing the ten year-old son of her former landlady 

and two other boys for over a year. Hurston is baffled and appalled by the allegations, and 

offers to take a lie detector test on the spot. She is refused the opportunity. Without money 

for an attorney, Burroughs Mitchell arranges counsel for Hurston. Hurston reports that she is 

living in a nightmare, although her counsel remembers her as being “absolutely fearless.”
35

 

The Children‟s Society filed the charges on behalf of the boy with little investigation, and on 

the only fixed date on which the crime allegedly occurred Hurston was in the Honduras, 

which her passport could prove. Hurston remembered the accuser as a naughty child when 

she rented from his mother, and had even suggested to her that he be evaluated for emotional 

disturbance.  The story is leaked by a black court reporter to the Baltimore Afro-American on 

October 25. Seraph on the Suwanee is published on October 11. Hurston is humiliated and 

devastated, and sinks into a deep depression.  She tries to disappear from the public eye and 

writes to Carl Van Vechten that she is hopeless and considering suicide.
36

  

 

1949- The indictment against Hurston is dismissed in March after the boys admit they made 

up the accusations to cover for their own indecorous behavior. Hurston sees impressive sales 

of Seraph on the Suwanee and lives in a friend‟s boat for five months in Florida. She hints 

that she is still struggling with the isolating effects of the charges six months later: “I feel that 

I have come to myself at last. I can even endure the sight of a Negro, which I thought once I 

could never do again.”
37

 She works on The Private Lives of Barney Turk.  

  

1950- In February she mails the progress of The Private Lives of Barney Turk to Burroughs 

Mitchell and is told it needs more work. She slowly recovers emotionally from the morals 

charge. Nagged by the necessity to work, she accepts a job to be a maid for a wealthy white 

family in Miami at the end of the monthly, shortly after “The Conscience of the Court” is 

published by The Saturday Evening Post. At the end of March a reporter exposes Hurston‟s 

domestic work in an article for the Miami Herald. She is too proud to admit that she needs 

the money and insists that she is conducting research. However, we can assume that Hurston 

was embarrassed by the exposure as she gives her notice two weeks later. Hurston works on 

conservative George Smathers‟ campaign and afterward briefly lives with his father, Frank 
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Smathers, and helps him write an autobiography. The two irascible intellectuals were not 

compatible, and Hurston quits the assignment.  In May, the controversial “I Saw Negro Votes 

Peddled” is published and Hurston reveals her disgust with the buying and selling of black 

votes, although she greatly exaggerates its prevalence. She grows increasingly disgusted with 

pressure to not criticize other members of her race. She spends the summer working alone, 

and moves the New York from September to December. She reports feeling depressed by the 

winter weather, and returns to Florida, living at the Roof Garden Hotel. Her depression 

deepens when she learns that Scribner‟s will not publish Barney Turk.  

 

1951- Hurston‟s dog Spot is lost for several weeks in February, causing her great anxiety.  

In the spring she is hospitalized with the flu. In June, Hurston moves into the Eau Gallie 

cabin where she had written Mules and Men with her dog Spot and establishes an impressive 

garden.  This becomes the first semi-permanent home that Hurston has had since childhood, 

and Hurston is happy to be alone to write and work in her yard, which gives her a sense of 

pride despite the professional rejection she is experiencing.  

By July, she believes her literary agent, Ann Watkins, is giving away her ideas, and livid, she 

switches to using Jean Parker Waterbury as her exclusive agent. Hurston decides not to dwell 

on the betrayal after dreaming of her mother. Soon after, Scribner‟s rejects The Golden 

Bench of God and no known manuscript survives. Hurston takes the news surprisingly well, 

perhaps because of her happy surroundings and solitude, but she feels increasingly isolated 

and held back by her poverty. In October, she has to sell her typewriter for grocery money 

and reaches out to her Jean Parker Waterbury for friendship. She publishes “Why Negroes 

Won‟t Buy Communism,” a favorable profile of Senator Robert Taft‟s presidential 

nomination, and has great optimism for her work on Herod the Great.  

 

1952- In the beginning of the year Hurston is confined to bed with a mysterious illness that 

eventually vanishes. In January she organizes folk concerts in the Eau Gallie area with 

separate performances for black and white audiences. She is paid too poorly to continue the 

practice, a fact that makes Hurston indignant. In March she is invited to participate in a 

political debate in Boston, and even though she wants to do it very badly, she has no winter 

coat and cannot afford one. Throughout the year Hurston‟s poverty keeps her from doing the 

things that she would like and she grows increasingly frustrated.  

Hurston continues to live in Eau Gallie and scrap by a meager living through speaking fees 

and translation rights. Despite all the signs that her career is slowing down and she is losing 

relevance, Hurston continues to think of grand ideas and solve problems but looking past 

them onto bigger and better things. She works on a sequel to her autobiography but doesn‟t 

complete it. In October she is hired to report on the Ruby McCollum trial for the Pittsburgh 

Courier, an engagement that will last until May 1953. She moves to Live Oak, Florida to 

cover the trial.  Hurston is furious with the injustices of the trial and sympathizes with the 

battered black woman accused of murdering her lover. The trial offers further proof to 

Hurston that people cannot be trusted and that the justice system is flawed. She is plagued by 

various health problems throughout the year. She continues to live alone, although she 

ponders what life would have been like with a child before deciding that she is happy to not 

have one to tie her down.  
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1953- At the end of May Hurston writes the editor of the Pittsburgh Courier. The Courier 

had not paid Hurston fully for her work and she accuses the newspaper of using her name 

without her permission. Through she is frustrated and angry, she feels essentially powerless 

to change her situation. She returns to her Eau Gallie cabin, invigorated by her work on the 

trial and the receptive black audience it found. In the spring she borrows money from her ex-

husband Herbert Sheen to buy a tract of land behind her house, finally showing signs of a 

desire to establish permanent roots. She is squeezed out of the deal by a large corporation. 

She re-established a friendly, slightly flirtatious correspondence with Sheen, suggesting that 

she is in need of relationship and comfort. While scholars such as Boyd generally agree that 

by this time in her life Hurston had reached her writing peak and was experiencing “burn-

out,” Hurston spends the better part of the year and into the next working on her Herod the 

Great manuscript.
38

 She reports that she is working “under the spell of a great obsession.”
39

 

 

1954- Hurston spends the entire year on “her great obsession.” On June 3, she sends 

Burroughs Mitchell her Herod the Great manuscript. By Christmastime, Hurston reports that 

she is “deep in creative mood.”
40

 Hurston is entirely distracted by the prospects of the novel, 

imagining a splashy Hollywood adaptation. She continues to live in poverty and steadily 

loses her regular correspondents.  

 

1955- On June 21, Burroughs Mitchell rejects the book, pointing to problems with the 

narrative stream and writing that he thinks “would prove difficult for the layman.”  Hurston 

takes the rejection surprisingly well, perhaps dismissing the criticism as an opinion of a 

lesser-genius. On August 11 she criticizes the recent Brown v. Board of Education ruling in a 

letter to the editor of the Orlando Sentinel.  She writes that she is not opposed to 

desegregation but to “forcible association.”
41

 The controversial letter thrusts Hurston back 

into the national spotlight and highlights her individualist politics, as well as her 

cantankerous and stubborn personality. Her position was informed by her Eatonville 

experience but was completely out of step with the truth of most black people‟s lives at the 

time, which shows how much Hurston had isolated herself. She is astonished how much 

attention her letter receives.  In December she is hospitalized with a gall-bladder infection. 

 

1956- By the beginning of the year Hurston no longer had a literary agent because of her lack 

of literary output. Still, she received several letters requesting information on her out-of-print 

book, or requests for her work to be anthologized, which made her feel important. In March, 

Hurston is evicted from her beloved cabin in Eau Gallie and she is “terribly distressed at the 

thought and necessity of stopping everything to pack up my numerous papers and books to 

find another location.”
42

 In May she accepts an award from Bethune-Cookman College.  She 

moves out of the house and into a small house in Cocoa. In June she begins work at the 

Patrick Air Force Base and is paid $1.88 an hour.  Hurston hates the work, quarrels with and 

spies on her co-workers. Hurston likely felt that the work was beneath her and resented being 
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passed over for a promotion.  At the end of the year she moves into a house-trailer on Merritt 

Island.  

 

1957- In May Hurston is fired from her job at library and receives unemployment. Hurston 

has a “good riddance” attitude toward the sexist environment, but is furious thinking that she 

was the victim of Southern and educational prejudice.  In October, she is rejected for a job at 

the Air Force Missile Test Center. She moves to Fort Pierce and writes a column on black 

magic and continues work on her Herod the Great manuscript. Perhaps aware that she will 

not live much longer, she gathers her papers to be donated at the University of Florida and 

writes to her Sheen: “I have no sentimental involvements… I am not materialistic. I do take a 

certain satisfaction in knowing that my writings are used in many of the great universities 

both here and aboard, both literary and anthropological. If I happen to die without money, 

somebody will bury me, though I do not wish it to be that way.”
43

 Still, she is determined to 

not give up on her dream of Herod. She keeps her eyes set on bigger and greater things, and 

reminds herself in her journal that she is still alive and is therefore not limited in possibilities. 

At the end of the year she moves to Fort Pierce to write a weekly column about voodoo and 

black magic for the Fort Pierce Chronicle.  

 

1958- In February Hurston substitute teaches at a black school in Fort Pierce. Hurston feels 

like her co-workers don‟t like her because “my name as an author is too big to be tolerated…. 

They feel invaded and defeated by the presence of creative folk among them.”
44

 She has to 

leave the job eventually because she doesn‟t have a teaching certificate, but she felt 

unstimulated by the “mediocre” students anyway. She rents a small pea green house and her 

landlord eventually waives her rent upon hearing that she is living off of unemployment. In 

the summer Hurston proposes to do a series of stories on migrant labor camps in Florida for 

the Miami Herald. After her first installment, editor George Beebe cancelled the series, and 

suggested a ghost writer for Hurston. Her talent was declining, but the proud and self-assured 

Hurston pressed on and continued to work on other projects, notably Herod the Great.  In 

September, she solicits the David McKay Company to publish Herod, but is rejected. Still, 

the proud and confident Hurston is she is determined to not give up on Herod and continues 

to think of herself as a successful and celebrated author. She makes new friends in the area 

who remember her as a typical artist with great stories. High blood pressure, obesity, 

gallbladder issues, ulcer and stomach problems persist and worsen. 

 

1959- In January, Hurston writes to the editorial department of Harper Brother‟s Publishers 

inquiring of their interest in her Herod the Great manuscript. Her sloping penmanship shows 

the effects of her worsening illness. Her doctors recommend that Hurston move in with 

family as she can no longer take care of herself. The belligerent and independent Hurston 

refused. Harper Brother‟s replies that they are not interested in her story. In May she applies 

for welfare to purchase prescription drugs, in June she does the same for food. Hurston is still 

determined to take care of herself and avoids family and friends so they won‟t see her 

condition, showing her fierce pride and independence. On October 12, Hurston was admitted 

to the Fort Pierce Memorial hospital after suffering a stroke. She was transferred to the 

segregated Lincoln Park Nursing Home, operated by a local welfare agency. She did not 
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want to go. Her stroke left her weak and unable to write, but refused to see herself as a victim 

or fall to self-pity. She remains committed to self-sovereignty and gives away her 

possessions.   

 

1960- Hurston dies of hypertensive heart disease on January 28, shortly after she suffers 

another stroke. Hurston does not appear fear death, but saw it rather as an opportunity for 

great adventure.  She said, “Why fear? The stuff of my being is matter, ever changing, ever 

moving, but never lost… What will be the end? That is not for me to know. Life poses 

questions and that two-headed spirit that rules the beginning and end of things called Death, 

has all the answers.”
45

 A funeral, organized by friends and community members is held on 

February 7, and is attended by about one hundred people, including a few white people. Her 

eulogist focused on Hurston‟s accomplishments, which is probably what she would have 

wanted: “They said she couldn‟t become a writer recognized by the world. But she did it. The 

Miami paper said she died poor. But she died rich. She did something.” The undertaker 

donated her burial plot and Hurston was buried in an unmarked grave in the segregated 

Garden of Heavenly Rest. Alice Walker “discovered” her burial plot and marked it with a 

headstone in 1973. It reads “Zora Neale Hurston: A Genius of the South.”  
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Chapter One 

 

“Let No Negro celebrity… lie in inconspicuous forgetfulness.” 

 

Hurston‟s letter to W.E.B. Du Bois suggesting a “cemetery for the illustrious Negro 

dead” is an important study for her emotional biography because it demonstrates that Hurston 

thought about death during this declining period in her life, and gives us an indication as to 

how felt  about it. Her letter reveals complicated emotions about death and dying, some of 

which are surprising and perhaps pertain only to a person of her stature. The letter reveals 

how Hurston would feel about being buried without recognition of her life or 

accomplishments. It also reveals aspects of Hurston‟s personality during this time, and that 

leads us to an understanding of what she was thinking about, and how she felt about it.  

Tellingly, many of Hurston‟s comments about death, in this letter and others, show a 

constant connection of death with money. Hurston tells her ex-husband Herbert Sheen in a 

letter written on June 28, 1957 that “if I happen to die without money, somebody will bury 

me, though I do not wish it to be that way.”
46

   While her letter to Sheen suggests that she 

would be okay to die a pauper‟s death, her comments in this letter reveal her horror at the 

thought of accomplished black individuals lingering in obscurity. She envisions a cemetery 

where these individuals will be honored properly “no matter what financial condition they 

might be in at death.”  

What could be the reason for her preoccupation with the facts and consequences of 

dying without money? As Hurston was growing up her family lived fairly comfortably. The 

children always had enough to eat and even received Christmas presents. But after her 

mother died in 1904 when Hurston was just thirteen, Hurston was essentially orphaned. She 
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left the relative material comfort of her father‟s house in search of the love and understanding 

that her mother took with her when she died. Hurston was left to work odd jobs and was 

shuttled from home to home in a period of her life that she kept purposefully obscure. Of 

these young vagrant years Hurston would write in her autobiography that she became 

acquainted for the first time with poverty. She would also connect this poverty, spurred by 

the loss of her mother, with death: “There is something about poverty that smells like death. 

Dead dreams dropping off the heart like leaves in a dry season and rotting around the feet; 

impulses smothered too long in the fetid air of underground caves. The soul lives in a sickly 

air. People can be slave-ships in shoes.”
47

  Indeed, Hurston described death itself as 

deprivation: “The Master-Maker in His making had made Old Death. Made him with big, 

soft feet and square toes…Made the body of Death out of infinite hunger…But Death had no 

home and he knew it at once.”
48

  

Thus Hurston‟s language of death exposes, in gambler‟s terms, a “tell.” She can 

barely resist discussing death without describing it with the language of financial abjection.  

For her, death is equated with hunger, need, want, homelessness. Hurston had felt all of these 

things before death.  Perhaps she dreaded that she would feel all of these things until the day 

she died, even worried that she would continue to feel them after death. The fact that she is 

concerning herself with this cause shows that she feels that death for the poor who “lie in 

inconspicuous forgetfulness” is unjust and disturbing. We therefore get a sense about what 

Hurston may have felt about death herself, since she is also living in “inconspicuous 

forgetfulness.” Importantly, this letter does not necessarily lament the loss of the people she 

wishes to bury – she spends no time on their memory. Perhaps this tells us that Hurston felt 
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that death was inevitable, and perhaps not even regrettable. She doesn‟t mourn their death but 

she wishes to celebrate their life, and she feels that this acknowledgement is important 

because the only thing worse than being dead and forgotten is dying poor and forgotten.   

Her suggestion for a cemetery designed for “the illustrious Negro dead” also gives us 

an idea as to what she thought about celebrity, especially black celebrity. Hurston would 

have been about fifty-four when writing the letter, already in declining health after picking 

up international maladies such as malaria and suffering from liver and heart problems. 

Hurston does her best to convince Du Bois of the importance of the project which she 

wholeheartedly believes in. “I feel strongly that the thing should be done. I think that the lack 

of such a tangible thing allows our people to forget, and their spirits evaporate.” Hurston 

obviously feels that the world, especially the black world, would be at a tremendous loss if 

“our people [were allowed] to forget” and to prevent such forgetfulness Hurston suggests a 

park as beautiful as the Bok tower in Lake Wales, Florida and “a hall of meeting, and let the 

Negro sculptors and painters decorate it with scenes from our own literature and life. 

Mythology and all.” It is heartbreaking to know that Hurston lamented the fact that people 

could forget any black celebrities if they weren‟t buried in a grand cemetery, because she of 

course would be buried in a segregated cemetery, in a donated plot, without a headstone, and 

would be forgotten for many years after her death.   

Hurston implores Du Bois to “Let no Negro celebrity, no matter what financial 

condition they might be in at death, lie in inconspicuous forgetfulness. We must assume the 

responsibility of their graves being known and honored.” Surely it would have been 

heartbreaking for Hurston to know that she would lie for many years, in “inconspicuous 

forgetfulness”. Hurston‟s preoccupation with the dead being in need of something and 
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especially hungry for recognition reveals perhaps Hurston‟s own desire for recognition. We 

know that Hurston equates death with want and need, and this letter shows us that  Hurston is 

already in need of recognition, of an ear to listen to her voice. This voice, she concedes, is 

largely being ignored even before she has died. What she has to say is “precious little at 

present, because the publishers seem frightened, and cut every thing out that seems strong. I 

have come to the conclusion that there is an agreement among them to clam on the lid.” She 

feels like it is her against the world and hopes that this cemetery will help those voices that 

have been similarly silenced.  

Hurston died without having any children, and doesn‟t seem to have formed any 

relationships where she was especially nurturing. However, through this letter we can 

understand an empathetic and compassionate Hurston, willing to strike up a cause and 

shoulder responsibility for the dead and the less fortunate: “We must assume the 

responsibility of their graves being known and honored.”  She tells us that even the penniless 

deserve a beautiful resting place. This is an important cause to Hurston because she can‟t 

imagine the travesty of forgetting the already dead, or the horror of being forgotten. She even 

wants to “remove the bones of our dead celebrities to this spot.”  

Kaplan notes that Du Bois responded that the idea was not practical for him to pursue, 

nor did he share her enthusiasm for Florida for such a spot. The two had been out of touch for 

nearly twenty years when Hurston wrote this letter, and Du Bois suggested that Hurston 

contact Walter White with the idea.
49

  The fact that Hurston written Du Bois with her idea 

after being out of touch, and then asks “to make a few suggestions to you” on an idea that he 

didn‟t claim, nor want suggestions for tells that even though Hurston‟s popularity had long 

since waned, she was still confident and believed in her ideas. 
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 Of course, Hurston‟s suggestion of her beloved Florida may have been a way of 

connecting the cemetery to herself, or ensuring that she was going to be a part of it. Her 

feelings of confidence and egotism seep through the letter in other places: “I am no organizer 

and I know it. That is why I have never accepted any political appointment, though three 

have been offered to me since the War began.” Perhaps Du Bois was baffled by Hurston‟s 

pitch for a southern cemetery dedicated to black luminaries and surely others would criticize 

putting a black memorial Florida. In actuality, the state created the first statewide civil rights 

movement to protest Jim Crow laws and had a rich history of civil movements towards 

equality.
50

 And Hurston personally had experienced Florida as a state where blacks could 

organize and live apart from prejudice. Her beloved hometown Eatonville was the first 

successful attempt at organized self-government on the part of blacks in America. Plant 

describes Eatonville as “A haven from Reconstruction hostilities… A place where, to some 

extent, Jim Crow would be held at bay…Eatonville was the promise of a new beginning.”
51

  

Thus, Hurston‟s unique personal experience of Florida was one in which blacks lived 

relatively freely, where she could roam and write and feel free. The way she savors this 

freedom and independence is felt in this letter: “I like to sit and meditate and go my own way 

without strings, so that I can say what I want to.” 

She is so convinced that her pick of Florida is the perfect resting place for “the 

illustrious Negro dead” that she practically sounds like a salesman convincing a customer to 

buy a superfluous product: “And don‟t forget the beautiful, disease and insect repelling 

camphor tree which grows here so free and quickly. By the time that each well known Negro 

contributed a tree or two, you would have a place of ravishing beauty. Ceremonies of tree-
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setting, of course. You would, like Bok, select a site in the lake country of Florida, where 

thousands of acres are available and as cheap as five to ten dollars an acre on lakes.” The 

spot really does sound idyllic, and her sales-pitch gives us the perfect illustration of how 

Hurston believed “Negro celebrities” such as herself should be honored after their death. She 

tells us, unconsciously or not, how she wants to be remembered – grandly, in her home state, 

near “Magnolias, bay, oaks, palms, pines, all free for the taking. Beautiful shrubs while not 

wild, so plentiful you could get thousands of cuttings of hibiscus, oleanders, and the like for 

the mere asking.” She tells us that she doesn‟t want to “lie in inconspicuous forgetfulness,” 

but buried with her peers and the illustrious gone before her, in “a place of ravishing beauty.”   

While Hurston‟s books would eventually be rediscovered and cherished, she died in 

the same condition she feared for other black celebrities. Her books were out of print. A 

modest funeral was held for her and was well-attended by friends and colleagues. She was, 

however buried in an unmarked, weed-choked grave in a segregated cemetery.  Although 

Alice Walker marked Hurston‟s grave with a stone that read “Zora Neale Hurston Genius of 

the South” in 1973, this letter reminds her readers of what she expected for others and herself 

in death, and allows us the opportunity to mourn this shortcoming in Hurston‟s lifetime. 

Perhaps she would have gotten comfort facing death with the knowledge that there was a 

special place for her among the other illustrious dead that would serve as “a rallying spot that 

would be for all that we want to accomplish and do.” While Hurston remains buried among 

other forgotten and poor souls in a less-grand park than she imagined, a small memorial 

points out her grave. Visitors to this final resting place, following a superstition to keep the 

dead from being broke in death, scatter pennies about her grave.
52
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1. Pere la Chaise in Paris: Wilde, Proust, and Molière are buried at this oft-visited and famous cemetery, located 

in Paris.     

 

2. Bok Tower: The Bok tower is at the center of a botanical garden in Lake Wales, Florida, and was built in the 

late twenties.  
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3. Nat Turner: Leader of the most famous and bloodiest slave rebellion in U.S. history. 

Turner was executed and his body mutilated.  The revolt lead to new laws against the 

education of blacks, white supervision of black worship, and censorship.  

 

4. Mary McLeod Bethune: Member of Roosevelt‟s Black Cabinet and founder of Bethune-

Cookman University, where Hurston taught drama in 1937. 
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 5. Walter White: Leader of Harlem renaissance politics and culture and executive director of 

the NAACP. White and Hurston had an eventual falling out over the use of Hurston‟s 

costume designs.   
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Chapter Two 

 

                                    “This One Spot on Earth Feels Like Home” 

 

 Hurston‟s July 9, 1951 letter is to her literary agent Jean Parker Waterbury, who at 

this time worked for the Ann Watkins Agency.
53

 Hurston and Waterbury sent each other 

considerable correspondence and Hurston appears to have trusted Waterbury as a colleague 

and as a friend. This particular letter sets a scene of a hopeful fresh start, suggesting that 

Hurston believes herself to be on the verge of something great. She tells her agent that “This 

day, I take out my notes and go back to work with new vigor and a clean-swept mind. Two 

short pieces and back to the attempt at drama. I believe I can do it, and I‟m giving it a very 

serious try this time. You will have assorted scripts in your hand very shortly.”   

Far away from New York and the memories of the molestation charges that 

devastated her and nearly destroyed her reputation, Hurston is back at the same cabin where 

she wrote Mules and Men twenty years earlier. Earlier in the year she had been hospitalized 

with flu, but in this letter we get no hint of lingering illness or uneasy recollections of the 

charges. Rather, she is upbeat, optimistic, and beaming with pride over the improvements 

and garden she has made in her little cabin and at the prospect that she may soon own the 

little cabin: “It looked like a jungle three weeks ago, and it took a strong heart and an eye on 

the future for me to move in when I arrived.” She is even getting recognition from the 

Saturday Evening Post: “The Saturday Evening Post photographer has been here and took a 

lot of pictures. He caught me in my dungarees working outdoors, and naturally insisted on 

photographing me like that.” She sees an idealistic potential for the projects she is working 
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on as she writes “This day, I take out my notes and go back to work with new vigor and a 

clean-swept mind.” This clean-swept mind may have been necessary for Hurston‟s optimism, 

as at this time six out of her seven books were out of print.
54

 Yet, as Hurston writes her, she 

feels up for the challenge: “…don‟t count me out too soon. I might make it.”  

In addition to the optimism that Hurston feels, this letter also reveals a genuine, 

effervescent happiness. Indeed, she writes that “I am the happiest I have been in the last ten 

years.”  This contentedness permeates through the language Hurston uses. She goes to bed 

“happily tired,” the birds are her “feathered friends” and she has “no loud radios and record-

playing to irritate me.” At this moment, Hurston feels that her life is rich. She has her garden 

to “plant flowers and things,” she is “work[ing] with vigor” and has her two beloved dogs 

“Spot, and her daughter, Shag” who “love it here”. She is even losing weight, “God be 

praised!” Hurston writes that she is “doing so much to make a go of it” and the cheerfulness 

and contentedness that her language reveals shows how hope Hurston has that she will be 

able to “make a go of it,” and that she will be happy trying.  

 This letter is important to understanding Hurston‟s emotional history because it 

situates her in an environment that she had probably not yet known in her life- and she was 

sixty years old at this point. She feels at home. And it is a home in which she is entirely 

welcomed, entirely happy, and is rich with the possibility of being entirely hers. She writes 

that “somehow, this one spot on earth feels like home to me,” and indeed, Zora had had no 

actual home to speak of at this point. The previous year alone she had lived with a wealthy 

white family working as a maid, with the Smathers family, spent three months living in a 

hotel, and ended the year living in an apartment in chilly New York. Yet this type of 
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nomadism was not exclusive to 1950, not even to the decade. Hurston had always lived an 

un-rooted life marked by the instability of her home life.  

 Interestingly, this un-rootedness begins for Hurston the moment she is born. She is 

born in Nastaluga, Alabama in 1891 yet claims in her autobiography to be born in Eatonville, 

Florida, where her family would eventually move when Hurston was a toddler.
55

 Hurston 

called Eatonville “a pure Negro town” and in fact it was the first incorporated and self-

governed all-black town in the country.
56

 Her autobiography warmly remembers this home in 

Eatonville that was tall enough for her to hide under the house to daydream. But this stable 

home life was rocked with her mother‟s death in 1904, after which Hurston was sent away to 

boarding school in Jacksonville. At the end of the year Hurston was instructed to stay there 

until her father sent for her. Only a letter came, telling the school that they could adopt 

Hurston.
57

 The school refused and loaned her money to make the journey home herself. She 

eventually left the home for good, and spent the next forty plus years bouncing from 

apartment to apartment, from the homes of her brothers to patrons, even joining the circus at 

one point. She lives variously in Washington DC, Baltimore, Harlem, Memphis, and 

numerous cities in Florida. After her graduation she treks to Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, the 

Bahamas, and Mexico multiple times.  She lives in apartments, cabins, her car, estates, 

houseboats, and trailers. It is doubtful the dizzying array of homes and locations where she 

lived were ever much alike, but here she actually returns to where she has been before, which 

could perhaps explain why she writes that “I am the happiest I have been in the last ten years, 

irregardles of whether Scribners likes the novel or not.” And Eau Gallie is just eighty miles 
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from the only other home she had ever known, Eatonville. While we might naturally assume 

that Hurston was attracted to a revolving roof and changing landscape, here we learn that 

Hurston could also be attracted to a quiet and private home life: “I have always intended to 

comeback here. That is why I am doing so much to make a go of it. No house in a block of 

me four ways. No loud radios and record-playing to irritate me, and great oaks and palms 

around the place.” Further, we get a surprising sense that Hurston appreciated the constancy 

and familiarity that the cabin provides for her, setting up a routine of home care and writing: 

“I am up every morning at five oclock chopping down weeds and planting flowers and 

things. That is why I have been so long getting to my machine to write letters. I go to bed 

happily tired and swear that I will write you a letter first thing in the morning.”  Hurston feels 

comfortable, fulfilled, and at-home.  

 While Hurston‟s language reveals a peaceful happiness in this letter, I look back upon 

this letter and confront Hurston‟s happiness with a bittersweet, uncomfortable knowledge. I 

feel uneasy reading of her optimism and plans to make this cabin her home as she ends her 

letter: “My best to you and yours, and pray that we make a lot of money this year, so that 

when/ if I am told that I can buy this place, I can do it and build a comfortable little new 

house on it.” Hurston will never raise the money to purchase the cabin or build a new 

comfortable little house on it, and in fact will be evicted from the cabin and land. The poor 

black writer would be little match against businesses and the white community that 

dominated the neighborhood. She won‟t be able to stay on the “one spot on earth feels like 

home to me.” The relative stability she displays here will be short-lived, and she will be 

plagued with money trouble. And while she seems content her with the possible rejection of 
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her novels, Hurston will be rejected and in fact she will desperately and unsuccessfully try to 

get them published in the coming years.  

At the time of this letter Hurston had sent an incomplete draft of her Herod the Great 

manuscript to Burroughs Mitchell and a finished draft of a book called The Golden Bench of 

God to Scribner‟s, one of which is likely the novel she refers to when she writes that she is 

“the happiest I have been in the last ten years, irregardles of whether Scribners likes the 

novel or not.”  Her laissez faire attitude may refer to the reaction to either of these works, but 

as the latter was written in entirety it is more likely that she is referring to it. This is also the 

novel that she referring to when she writes “I do hope that other person that Burroughs 

Mitchell had reading my script was not Roy Ottley. You can see why I would not want a 

Negro writer handling it. Since none of the others have thought to do anything with the hair-

[s]traightening business, it might prove a temptation to play my work down to Burroughs, 

then do something on it himself.”  Golden was about Madam C.J. Walker and her daughter 

A‟Lelia, whom Hurston had known during the heyday of the Harlem Renaissance and were 

the first female black millionaires. The self-made mother-daughter team had made a fortune 

from their hair straightening business, but Burroughs Mitchell will eventually write that the 

Scribner‟s “can‟t feel that this novel-the book as a whole- comes close to success.”
58

  And of 

course we know how miserably Hurston will fail to generate any real interest in the 

publication of Herod the Great. Further, the plans she discusses here to involve Cecil B. 

DeMille and Orson Welles in a splashy Hollywood adaptation is almost cringe-worthy. 

Hurston of course knows how grand this plan is, writing “I know that I sound ambitious, but 

nothing ventured, nothing gained.” Hurston of course had experience and contacts in 

Hollywood from her time working at Paramount, but her ideas here show how much her 
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enthusiasm may blind her to criticism and serves as an uncomfortable example of Hurston 

not knowing her own limitation and when to stop. Perhaps the happiness and stability that 

Hurston‟s home provided her gave her a false sense of grandiose confidence.  

 Finally, the beam of Hurston‟s happiness in this letter compared to the retrospective 

light we shed on it nearly blinds us to another facet of her life and emotional state that she 

off-handedly (and deliberately) reveals. She mentions “my newspaper devoted to those in the 

domestic service. I really believe that the idea is sound and can makke money.”   Roughly a 

year earlier she had been exposed in an article in the Miami Herald as working as a live-in 

maid for a wealthy white family. She had taken the job anonymously not for research but for 

money that she desperately needed. Her manuscript for The Lives of Barney Turk had been 

recently rejected, and Boyd writes to fill her change purse Hurston “found a job rather 

quickly- using the talents the South seems to value most in black women: cooking and 

cleaning.”
59

  The Herald article, titled “Famous Negro Author Working as a Maid Here Just 

„To Live a Little‟” was re-printed many times over, including in national black-owned 

newspapers, and many brought up the charges against her as possible reasons for the lowly 

position.
60

 Hurston was publically humiliated, but her obstinate pride prevented her from 

admitting or even denying the truth. Rather, she attempted to save face by claiming that she 

was doing what she was actually qualified to do- research and to “live a little.” She quit the 

job two weeks after the story was published. Perhaps had she not, she could have used the 

income toward staying this new home that she so cherished.  

One wonders how attentively Waterbury read over these lines. The publicity the 

domestic exposé brought her certainly didn‟t hurt Hurston, as it led to several ghostwriting 
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offers and drummed up interest in Seraph in the Suwannee, but we can‟t help but blame her 

outstanding pride for bringing up the matter again and re-asserting the “true” motive for her 

domestic work.
61

 Hurston seems unwilling to let anyone know the desperation that she is in 

and is incapable of admitting weakness unless doing so on her own terms. It also suggests 

that Hurston is determined to spin this story further, using it as evidence that she is full of 

great ideas that will make the pair of them money. Hurston is seeing the world through rose-

colored glasses. Her life and her home have allowed her to see that “The grounds have great 

possibilities, and I really would love to own it.” 
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1. the novel: Herod the Great or The Golden Bench of God  

2. weight: Hurston had always been a bigger boned individual, but grew increasingly overweight as she aged, weighing 

about 200 pounds by 1958 (Boyd 430).  
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Chapter Three 

 

“ „see yourself to greater heights‟ ” 

  

 Hurston‟s letter to her literary agent Jean Parker Waterbury outlines continuing drama 

with the Ann Watkins, Inc. literary agency and is dated July 15, 1951. Waterbury had left the 

agency earlier in the year, and Hurston followed, accusing the agency of leaking her ideas to 

other authors.
62

 Hurston had previously introduced her suspicion that the agency was giving 

her ideas to other writers in a letter to Waterbury on July 9, 1951 when she wrote “I hope that 

other person that Burroughs Mitchell had reading my script was not Roy Ottley. You can see 

why I would not want a Negro writer to be handling it. Since none of the others have through 

to do anything with the hair- [s]traightening business, it might prove a temptation to play my 

own work down to Burroughs, then do something on it himself.” Hurston would eventually 

discover that her outline for the article “A Negro Voter Sizes Up Taft” was given to another 

author of the Ann Watkins Agency.
63

  Beyond the ins and outs of this drama, what is telling 

and important for our purposes is that in the later years of her career, even after the success 

of Their Eyes Were Watching God, Hurston felt like she was being bamboozled by the 

agency that in theory was there to protect her professional interests. She even distrusts 

Mitchell, who had arranged for and loaned Hurston money to pay for an attorney when the 

morals charges were brought against her three years earlier. We get a sense of this distrust 

and indignation at this distrust by the fact that Hurston has complained of Mitchells in the 

margins of the letter, by hand, after the typed letter had been completed. It is almost as if she 

couldn‟t resist further commenting. Here is an instance where Hurston no doubt felt 

abandoned and rejected by the professional and academic world that had once embraced her, 
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and was now “after” her. The Watkins Agency‟s actions and lack of protection for Hurston, 

gave Hurston, as Plant says, “the occasion again to wonder at the deceit and dishonesty of 

which humans are capable.”
64

 This distrust later proves to be indicative of the decade of the 

fifties for Hurston. Kaplan identifies an increasing paranoia in Hurston through the decade, 

starting with this mistrust of her agent and eventually extending to her fear of journalists, 

communists, and the government.
65

 We see the suspicious and paranoiac Hurston in this 

letter, where her accusatory emotion is seen in her choice to underline: “I have never 

mentioned this story to him, so he had to learn about the shorter version from somebody who 

did know about it, thus indicating that he is not proceeding from what is in the script that he 

has, but from conference.”  

To deal with this perceived professional abandonment Hurston may have returned to 

the memory of her mother, who she rarely mentions in her later correspondence. Hurston is 

so disturbed by this professional abandonment that she sees it necessary to comfort 

Waterbury and re-assure herself with this startling re-retelling of her dreams, telling her “Let 

not you hear be troubled, honey.”  Hurston goes on to describe a dream in which she was 

visited by her mother, who had died nearly fifty years earlier. “On the night of July 8, I had a 

curious experience. In all the years that my other has been dead, I have only dreamed of her 

three times, and this was the third.” While Hurston insinuates that is was rare of her to dream 

of her mother in adulthood, Boyd writes that in her youth believed herself to be the recipient 

of clairvoyant visions of the future, warning her of her fate to be an orphan.
66

  Hurston‟s 
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description of the dream hints that this was more a vision akin to a spiritual experience. She 

writes that her mother “appeared” “in the dream, if I call it that,” with “A serene and happy 

aura” around her. It would not be unusual for Hurston to connect her mother with 

spiritualism, as she reveals in her autobiography that she is haunted by the memory of her 

mother and fears that she failed her in death. As Lucy lay dying in 1904, she called 

adolescent Hurston, her favorite child, to her bedside and asked that she prevent any 

community members from honoring their death superstitions, such as removing the pillow 

from under the head and covering clocks. While Hurston tried to honor her mother‟s wishes, 

the community saw to it that the rituals were followed, and her father physically restrained 

Hurston from stopping them. Hurston was devastated and haunted by her failure. In her 

autobiography she writes: “I was to agonize over that moment for years to come. In the midst 

of play, in wakeful moments after midnight, on the way home from parties, and even in the 

classroom during lectures. My thoughts would escape occasionally from their confines and 

stare me down.”
67

 This reminder of her failure no doubt followed her into adulthood and 

manifests itself here through her determination to obey her mother‟s wishes this time: “I am 

following the instructions of the dream, and shall answer pleasantly, but vague.”  

After Lucy‟s death, Hurston, always the least favorite child of her father‟s, considered 

herself an orphan and embarked on a mysterious life of self-described vagrancy for many 

years.
68

 Lucy‟s death marked the first time that Hurston would have to provide for herself, 

and as she struggles to do so now she may be comforted by invoking her mother‟s memory. 

Her mother acted as a safeguard in Hurston‟s life, sheltering her from biased beatings from 

her father, who preferred her older sister and saw no need for more than one daughter in the 
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family. And while John Hurston was determined to keep Hurston from dreaming too big, 

Lucy encouraged her to “jump at de sun.”
69

 Her mother would always therefore be a symbol 

of unconditional love, encouragement, and comfort. Her mother represented ambition and 

embodies a safe house from failure. And in the beginning of this decade, perhaps Hurston 

was beginning to realize her monetary failures and professional disappointments. She 

naturally would flock to the memory of her nurturing mother who tells her “do not be afraid” 

as she faces failure. Hurston would need this nourishment if she was going to “climb to 

greater heights” to “jump at de sun.”  

 After deciding that the Ann Watkins agency was after her, Hurston no doubt felt the 

overwhelming effects of this incredible setback. Including her mother here gives her a chance 

to be optimistic after the prophetic message Lucy delivers. “She said nothing, just smiled and 

beamed on me, handed me a note written on the lined paper of a cheap tablet, and somehow 

was gone. I unfolded the note, written in lead pencil, and read, “The hidden enmity will come 

out into the open now, but do not be afraid. Thank them for the insincere advice given with 

cheerfulness. Make the new arrangements suggested to you, and see yourself go to greater 

heights.”‟ Amazingly or coincidentally, Hurston would be informed the day after writing this 

letter that Scribner‟s was not interested in The Golden Bench of God, and Hurston responded 

to the rejection graciously and optimistically.
70

 Of course one wonders if the dream literally 

occurred and it should be pointed out that while Hurston says she dreamed of her mother on 

July 8
th

, she wrote about her agency suspicions to Waterbury the next day without 

mentioning the dream. Still, in this letter Hurston has decided to respond to possible setback 
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with optimism and grace, demonstrating a resiliency that will permeate the decade and allow 

her to continue to write despite harsh criticism and poverty.  

 This resiliency can of course be traced to Hurston‟s near-abandonment following her 

mother‟s death. Her experience with Lucy‟s death gave her a taste of the depravity and 

baselessness of human action that she would again experience when accused of molestation 

in 1948.  Lucy‟s death and then these charges set off a domino reaction in which Hurston 

distrusted people and institutions more and more. She attempted to overcome their 

faithlessness in her by working and being successful. Her work on Herod, The Golden Bench 

of God, The Private Lives of Barney Turk, and her work on the Ruby McCollum trial show 

that Hurston would never give up trying and never stop fighting for the idea that she was 

capable. Like the abandonment she experienced when her mother died, Hurston would 

respond to Ann Watkins, Inc.‟s abandonment by showing them, or attempting to show them, 

her resiliency and her talent. Others lack of faith in her talent seems to have lead to a feeling 

of defiance that Hurston projects through the language of this letter.  She writes “I shall not 

be helpful” in her response to Scribners and while she regrets Scribners behavior toward her, 

“I really don‟t care.”  This defiance brings out a feistiness in Hurston as well: “I am going to 

show her that she is no doodly-squat.” 

 Even though at this time she was around sixty years old and passing herself off as at 

least ten years younger, Hurston shows in this letter that she is determined to keep going, 

keep pushing herself, keep climbing to “go to greater heights” even at a time when most 

would begin to settle down.  The appearance of her mother signals that Hurston was in need 

of emotional strength and re-assurance at this time in her life and her use of the dream-vision 

trope points us to an understanding of how the language of this letter represents a broader 
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emotional impression of this time in Hurston‟s life.  In her autobiography Hurston describes 

a sense of disappointment with her un-glamorous life as a child and disconnect with her 

surroundings, writing “my soul was with the gods and my body in the village.”
71

 She was 

only happy alone in the woods, when “the ecstatic Florida springtime came strolling from the 

sea, trance-glorifying the world with its aura.”
72

 Hurston would receive visions that warned 

of a hard life and future orphanhood, and she says that “I knew that they were all true, a 

preview of things to come, and my soul writhed in agony and shrunk away. But I knew that 

there was no shrinking. These things had to be.” Her autobiography therefore reveals her 

long history and habit with using themes of dreams and visions in response to loneliness and 

anxiety, and Hurston seems to draw comfort in the confidence that at least these visions are 

true, no matter how horrifying their prophesy.    

Hurston seems to be picking up on that emotional habit again here as she urges 

Waterbury to let her “troubled heart” rest simply because she has had a dream-vision of her 

mother, advising her of the future. Then and in this letter, Hurston displays full confidence in 

the veracity of her vision, a vision that gives her a coping mechanism for uncertainty and 

anxiety.  Hurston‟s straightforward evaluation of this dream- “I have interpreted it that Ann 

Watkins is after us both” juxtaposed with her reaction to this behavior as uncontrollable and 

inevitable- “I regret this behavior of Scribners only because we both need money, but 

otherwise I really don‟t care” shows us that while Hurston was determined to see herself to 

“greater heights,” she understood that this road was treacherous, unfair, and ultimately 

uncontrollable. The insertion of her beloved mother into her dream-vision mechanism works 
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to ameliorate a troubled mind, bringing comfort to the betrayed Hurston in the form of the 

only parent who loved her unconditionally.  
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                                        I have two pennies only now.  

 

 
1. A cordial note informing the agency that as of that date, Hurston would be using Jean Parker Waterbury as 

her exclusive literary agent.  
2. defensive: Kaplan points out that this letter was actually quite apologetic (671).  

3. Tay Hohoof: Therese von Hohoff Torrey (1898- 1974), editor at J.B. Lippincott, Hurston‟s publishing firm. 

4. Max Perkins: Maxwell Perkins (1884-1947), Hurston‟s original editor at Scribner‟s. Perkins was replaced by 

Burroughs Mitchell after his sudden death, and Hurston deeply mourned the loss. 
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Chapter Four 

 

               “My excuse is that I ran out of groceries and had to hock my machine” 

 

 Hurston‟s letter from her Eau Gallie cabin in October of 1951 show her spirits to be 

in decline, particularly if it is contrasted with the optimism and pleasure she expresses in her 

letter to Waterbury on July 9, 1951. While Hurston seems to still be enjoying her little cabin, 

“keeping outdoors and raising a fine garden, both flowers and vegetabesl,” we know that 

times are hard and desperate for Hurston because she has had to “hock” her typewriter for 

grocery money. In doing so Hurston sold the means with which she made her living, or 

wanted to anyway. Selling her typewriter shows the desperation Hurston was in, and her 

letter to Waterbury here betrays this near-hopelessness while retaining the pride and 

indignation that Hurston was famous for. “Now I have a borrowed machine and as soon as I 

can get a new ribbon for it tomorrow, I will be in the writing game again.” In her mind, she 

has simply borrowed another typewriter and will use that until she inevitably gets her 

machine back.  

Hurston mentions the wage she earns for a reprint of “I Saw Negro Votes Peddled,” 

but the fact that this wage was reduced to pay back a debt further shows how much Hurston 

was in over her head financially. She is living hand to mouth but her main concern is getting 

her machine back so she can continue writing, an endeavor that obviously isn‟t bringing her 

much success or putting food on the table consistently: “As soon as I can get a hold of money 

to get my machine out of hock, I will be in high spirits.” The implication being of course that 

Hurston is currently in low spirits, and she also implies that she is recovering from some sort 

of nervous episode writing “As I told you in my last letter… my nerves are in fine shape 

now.” The letter paints a picture of a writer who is desperate to keep working but cannot do 
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so as well as she would like, and she has become much like a painter who must sell her 

brushes to pay for food. While Hurston was technically almost always down-on-luck, this 

letter gives us the sense that maybe for the first time in a few years, Hurston is unable to look 

beyond it.  

By 1957, Hurston would survive on unemployment benefits, welfare, and the 

occasionally substitute teaching job.
73

 Although shortly after the time of this letter Hurston 

would be offered a job covering the trial of Ruby McCollum, this and other inconsistent 

incomes would probably not have changed Hurston‟s situation much, as she was famously 

bad with money.  “Zora had a lifelong reputation for improvidence, and it is true that she did 

not have a banker‟s instincts. She was capable of giving a friend an expensive present, then 

asking for a five-dollar loan for her lunch.”
74

 Hurston had not had a job that lasted more than 

a year since 1932, and although she earned fellowships and enjoyed often impressive book 

sales, she never earned much money. At this time, Hurston was one of the few black writers 

in the country still attempting to live on her writing alone- many others had long retreated to 

university jobs.
75

 And though in this letter Hurston is determined to keep writing- “as soon as 

I can get a new ribbon for it tomorrow, I will be in the writing game again”- she also 

acknowledges her pressing need for cash so that she could write. She just needs to “get a hold 

of money to get my machine out of hock.”  After her death Waterbury would acknowledge 

that Hurston‟s ability to write altered with her finances: “She could write like an angel and 

yet be absolutely sloppy when she was desperate for money… she would lose all sense of 

perspective and judgment and just as long as there were words on a page she felt that she 
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could get some cash for it.”
76

 Perhaps we get a glimpse of the poor judgment here, as 

Hurston sells the only means she has to make money. Hurston was aware that she would 

need money to write, saying “but life is so organized that I find myself tied to money matters 

like a grazing horse to a stake.”
77

 Yet she lacked the foresight and patience to attain a long-

term job that would provide her with a stable income.  

In this letter Hurston is really feeling the effects of her poverty, so much so that the 

usually proud Hurston essentially asks for a bit of commiseration from her friend. We also 

get the sense that Hurston, nearly always one to seek out solitary peace, quiet, and study, is 

lonely. She chides Waterbury for ignoring her letters, and implores her to “Let me hear from 

you, good, bad or indifferent news.” Her word choice paints a picture of loneliness and 

vacillating emotions: she uses “good, bad or indifferent,” “high spirits” and notes that her 

garden “has done me a world of good” but she still needs to “keep up my courage.”  As if she 

doesn‟t make her request for friendship clear enough in the body of the letter, underneath her 

signature she has made one final plea: “I am sort of famished hungry for a word from you to 

keep my courage. Drop me some kind of line. You are my good luck piece as I am yours.” 

Without a typewriter to tether her to her work, and with less word from her friend and less 

interest from her illustrious friends from the Harlem Renaissance, Hurston feels the sharp 

sting of loneliness that is brought with increasing age and poverty. While Hurston usually 

includes what she is working on, plans for future writings, musings on politics and the like, 

this letter is almost entirely personal, which shows how unable Hurston was to look past her 

immediate need and her immediate sense of loneliness.  
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In Hurston‟s autobiography she recalls a childhood plan to journey to the end of the 

world with a friend. The friend backed out and Hurston returned home, heartbroken. But she 

says, “I did not give up the idea of my journey. I was merely lonesome for someone brave 

enough to undertake it with me.”
78

 Boyd writes that as an imaginative child, “having no one 

with whom to reveal in her own inventiveness, Zora developed a lonesomeness that would 

become her lifelong companion.”
79

 Still Hurston valued friendship as maybe the most sacred 

of all human relationships, perhaps as a result of this lingering loneliness. She devotes a 

chapter in her autobiography to her friends Ethel Waters and Fannie Hurst, and writes in it 

that “It seems to me that trying to live without friends, is like milking a bear to get cream for 

your morning coffee. It is a whole lot of trouble, and then not worth much after you get it.”
80

 

In addition to Waters and Hurst, Hurston counted her ex-husband Herbert Sheen, Dorothy 

West, Carl Van Vechten, and Sara Lee Creech among her important and lifelong friends.
81

 

The vulnerability Hurston shows in this letter suggests that Hurston counted Waterbury as a 

friend and confidant as well. Still, Hurston lived alone, and while we know she had many 

long-distance friends and local acquaintances, it doesn‟t stop Hurston from feeling “sort of 

famished hungry for a word” from her friend.  
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2 

 

1. ignoring me: The date of Waterbury‟s last response to a Hurston letter is unclear, but last letter previous to this sent by 

Hurston to Waterbury was September 13, 1951. It is then conceivable to Hurston did not receive a response to this 

September letter, or the response delayed. Hurston would not send another letter to Waterbury until March 6, 1952, 

breaking a yearlong pattern of writing to Waterbury once a month or more. For an index of Hurston‟s correspondent 

recipients and dates, see Kaplan.  

2. articl: “I Saw Negro Votes Peddled,” first published in American Legion Magazine, November 1950, and reprinted in 

Negro Digest, September 1951.  
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Chapter Five 

 

“I can tell you just my difficulty in the matter” 

 

  Hurston‟s March 6, 1952 letter to Jean Parker Waterbury is revealing in the 

sense that it shows Hurston to be determined to be active and engaged in this decade, even as 

she was physically declining. So while Hurston shows her age and illness in this letter, we 

must juxtapose this knowledge with the pursuits Hurston describes here, which include 

political debates and plans to organize an international caucus. As a result of this contrast, we 

can see that Hurston appears to have developed an emotional habit to deal with the 

frustration of her poverty and increasing obscurity. Facing the prospect of slowing down and 

becoming increasingly irrelevant, Hurston responds by expanding her repertoire.  No longer 

accepted as a brilliant author and folklorist, Hurston re-inserts her relevance by attempting to 

be a domestic and international political expert.   

  One thing that certainly tripped Hurston up at this point and caused considerable 

frustration is a lingering illness. Hurston writes that “For some time I have been the victim of 

some kind of tropical virus that the doctors do not quite understand.”  A letter written to 

Edwin Osgood Grover in 1942 also mentions multiple illnesses and it entirely conceivable 

that Hurston was continually in poor health since at least that time.
82

 Boyd describes the 

effect this virus had on Hurston‟s health: “…it periodically racked her system, leaving her so 

weak so she could hardly lift a hand. It also caused severe headaches and swelling in her 

groin area and under her arms. Doctors could do little to ease the pain of the mysterious 

illness, leaving Zora to lie in bed and wait out its attacks.”
83

 How terrible to be in poor health 

in some form or other at all times, and especially frustrating for Hurston, who always wanted 
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to be on the move or writing. We feel her frustration at her powerlessness against the disease 

in the language she uses to describe this illness: she‟s a “victim,” of an “attack” and a “siege” 

that causes her “trouble,” and leaves the once-robust Hurston “so weak that I can hardly lift 

my hand.” Much of this frustration seems to be the result of the ambiguous nature of the 

illness, making it more difficult to treat and without a predictable end in sight. Her illness is 

the result of “some kind of tropical virus,” it is “something” that runs in a cycle, and is “some 

kind of fluke.”  She uses the phrase “they think” in regard to whoever is treating her for the 

illness three times, highlighting her inexact diagnosis and ambiguous recovery time.  

 Her illness was likely exacerbated by inadequate access to food, as at this point she 

grew nearly everything that she ate,
84

 to clothing, and to healthcare on account of her 

poverty, and in fact, this lack of proper access to needed items, such as clothing, would hold 

Hurston back from participating in the debate she discusses here: “I want to do the thing 

very, very much and I thank you deeply for arranging it for me. I can tell you just my 

difficulty in the matter. I have no winter coat.” Hurston must have felt incredibly frustrated 

that so simple a thing such as a winter coat would prevent her from fully being the 

professional that she wanted to be, and her language in this letter affirms this inference. Her 

annoyance with the international political climate spills over into her otherwise measured 

writing: “So long as we support France and England in their colonial policies in Asia, so long 

shall our young men die over there. Asia no longer intends to submit, and since we ourselves 

have no colonies there is no sense in trying to maintain it for others. Especially when we find 

England and France doing business with the very people who furnish the arms to kill our own 

boys.”  
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She is frustrated with the pace of her career as well. Expected to continue organizing 

folk concerts even though they were not profitable for her time, she writes, exasperated: “Too 

much work for too little money. I already have a national reputation that way, so I do not 

need to work for one and ignore money.” Hurston knows that she deserves more money and 

more recognition than she is getting from the experience, and the fact that she must quit 

doing to shows altogether, rather than demanding more money, shows how much her social 

circumstance limited her in her career and personal life. Unable to accept what the concerts 

could give her, Hurston gives up on the idea entirely and sets her sights on something bigger, 

better, and more important. The time she spends on the concerts “takes up from my writing 

time,” so we can assume that Hurston believes spending her time writing is a more fruitful 

and worthwhile pursuit. While the local community is unable to support her fully through 

their interest, she looks to the national stage to give her the proper attention. She tells 

Waterbury that she wishes to act in a debate regarding the upcoming Taft vs. Eisenhower 

election, but warns that “It does not matter who my opponent might be in the debate, so long 

as he or she is of sufficient importance to be worth it.” Boyd writes that even as a child, 

Hurston “wanted education and excitement and adventure. She wanted a big life” and we can 

see that here in her zest to push on, move forward, keep going.
85

 Of course her poverty 

prevented her from doing so and the debate never took place.  She simply did not have the 

means or the support to live her professional life in the manner that she wanted to.  

While such setbacks may have encouraged others to invest their energy in caring for 

their health, Hurston‟s letter shows that she has too many wild, zealous ideas to slow down 

anytime soon. She has an idea that she believes will help “stop the senseless slaughter” of the 

Korean War. She writes, “I have conceived of a piece, the body of which is a statement from 
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the head of every government in Asia, and that takes in the Near East, giving in brief the 

reason for the current antagonism to the U.S. … I thought that a short statement from each 

government with an introduction by me and a summation, might help my own country to win 

away the masses of Asia from Russia.” Suggesting such a simple initiative led by her to solve 

complex problems like nearly world-wide antagonism towards the U.S. and the Korean War 

displays a bit of a delusion of grandeur on her part.  

While Hurston benefitted from a nuanced education and as an anthropologist she was 

an expert in (some) culture, she presumes quite a bit in thinking that she can create an 

educational umbrella over the Korean War, and her confidence in this literary treaty and her 

leadership is slightly pitiable. Oddly, the letter begins with explaining a setback and evolves 

into this ambitious solution for a gigantic problem outside of her. This supports the 

conclusion that one of Hurston‟s emotional habits is to respond to frustration or 

insurmountable problems by simply looking past it, ignoring it really, and focusing on 

something bigger and better. This emotional habit is supported in her language of self-

importance.  She uses “I know,” “I could do more,” “I already have a national reputation,” 

and “I am in a favored position.” She hopes her opponent in the debate will be “of sufficient 

importance to be worth it;” in other words, as important as Hurston believes herself to be 

(and perhaps should have been).  

 Hurston does offer an at least slightly convincing argument as to why she is qualified 

to participate in such a dialogue. “I have been mulling it over for several months, and here 

this week I see signs that others see the same thing that I do. Only, because of my race, I am 

in a favored position to get frank statements from the asiatics.”   Hurston understood the 

hardship of being a minority and as the granddaughter of slaves she understood the 
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domination of imperialism. However, her resolution to “win away the masses of Asia from 

Russia,” would never work because it is too simple, and surely none of the countries, her 

own included, would ever dare to fall under the leadership of a black woman. This seems like 

a fact Hurston would know, or should know, so we must conclude she did know it and 

subverted it to say that because she is a black woman, her solution will work.  

 Ironically, while Hurston insists that putting her race at the forefront will help solve 

this international crisis, she also wants her race to be ignored in the upcoming Taft vs. 

Eisenhower debate: “I hope that I shall not be confined to my own race entirely, for this is a 

matter of national, nut just racial importance.” Hurston‟s language of race in this letter 

seemingly underlies this contradictory position, in that at one moment, in dealing with 

international affairs, race is a critical issue: “because of my race, I am in a favored position to 

get frank statements,” and “Colonialism and race is at the bottom of the whole thing.” But 

she seems to reject race as personal signifier in one moment when she puts “race” in 

quotations. In other instances she shows complete ownership of race, writing “my race” 

twice. 

  Here is another example of her emotional habit to deal with problems by ignoring the 

crucial issue at looking beyond it at the bigger picture. To be fair, Hurston understandably 

wanted the people she dealt with to be colorblind. She once said “I don‟t see life through the 

eyes of a Negro, but those of a person.”
86

 Yet at the same time, as a folklorist Hurston argued 

for a distinct black culture and esthetic. Therefore one would think that Hurston would 

combine her pride in her heritage with her politics, but she seems to want, when convenient 

for her, politics without race, which is of course an impossible task.  
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Hurston had been heavily criticized in the past for overlooking race issues, in 

particular her treatment of race in her autobiography. Arna Bontemps was one among many 

of these critics, writing “Miss Hurston deals very simply with the more serious aspects of 

Negro life in America- she ignores them.”
87

 One could argue that Hurston was very much 

aware and proud of her race and that she was forced to ignore critical issues out of necessity 

for her own safety and success. But we can‟t help but feel disappointed that Hurston doesn‟t 

seem to see an opportunity to use the debate as a dialogue about race. Instead Hurston again 

looks beyond a frustrating problem with an impractical solution: her race and social 

circumstance kept her from being financially secure enough to participate in the debate, and 

rather than using the debate and political action to put pressure on this issue, she erases the 

issue entirely and hopes for a debate that is of “nut just racial importance.”  

 Kaplan writes that in the last decade of her life, Hurston felt “betrayed, disappointed, 

and thwarted in her goals.”
88

 We share in Hurston‟s emotions to this effect when she writes 

of “my difficulty” in attending the Boston debate that she wants to do “very, very much,” but 

probably won‟t be able to because her winter coat has been “eaten up my moths and 

roaches.” Instead of receiving such an appointment as the important academic that Hurston 

wanted to be perceived as, she is grappling with an illness that gives her “pains,” “swellings,” 

and “trouble ” and even though  she is “feeling better today than I have in many weeks” but 

is still not cured of her virus. This letter then offers hints at the disappointment and 

frustration Hurston felts, and how she dealt with that frustration by looking onward and to 

greater problems. When we read this letter we become a part of this process. The letter serves 
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as a text of this progression in action, giving us Hurston‟s real-time reaction to the 

professional and personal barriers that are thwarting her goals.   
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1. the thing: Waterbury has invited Hurston to participate in a debate in Boston over the upcoming election 

(Kaplan 982). 

2. back from Honduras: Hurston returned from Honduras on February 20, 1948.   
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3 

3. Boxer Rebellion: A 1900 uprising against Western and Christian presence in China, originally started by peasants 

but later supported by the government.  
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Chapter Six 

 

“not even decently paid for what I did” 

This is a note dated May 28, 1953, to the editor of The Pittsburgh Courier, a 

prominent black newspaper that had hired Hurston to cover the sensational murder trial of 

Ruby McCollum. Hurston‟s assignment and this reactionary letter demonstrate the colossal 

sense of injustice that Hurston felt during this time in her life. While many of her letters from 

this letter period express anger, betrayal, and disappointment, most are buttressed by her 

dreams, plans, and expressions of friendship. Here we get a sense of her unmitigated anger 

and annoyance at the injustice of both her own experience working with the Courier and the 

injustice Hurston felt McCollum was subjected to.   

The Courier hired Hurston to cover the trial in an assignment that would last from 

October 1952 until May 1953. The offer could not have come at a better time financially for 

the author who was always desperately in need of a reliable income, and she travelled to Live 

Oak Florida to begin coverage of the trial. It is difficult to speculate what Hurston‟s opinion 

of McCollum or the crime was before she arrived in Live Oak, but she surely had to break 

through the one-side presentation of the case that was presented publically.  

To the white community and the eventual jurors McCollum was the wealthiest black 

woman in town who made a fortune running an illegal bolita racket with her husband. She 

stood accused of murdering C. LeRoy Adams, a popular white physician known for treating 

poor patients. She allegedly shot the good doctor in his office over an outstanding $100 bill. 

An angry white mob descended on McCollum, chasing her husband and children out of town, 

and she was arrested. William Bradford Huie, who would eventually write a book on the case 

and enlist Hurston to write a section of it, described the sensationalism of the case: “In short, 
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the richest and soberest Negro housewife in the country was murdering the biggest, most 

human, and most ambitious white doctor-politician, on a Sunday morning, in tobacco 

seasons, in the shadow of the courthouse, the jail, and the church; and she was killing him 

while three other Negro women waited in his office.”
89

  

 However, the more Hurston investigated the case, and despite gage orders imposed by 

a partial judge, the more she doubted the prosecutor‟s portrait of the murderer. McCollum 

had one daughter and another baby on the way with Adams, and she was not his only black 

paramour. Further, McCollum claimed that Adams regularly beat her and extorted money 

from her bolita racket, and that she shot him out of self-defense when he attempted to rape 

her following a checkup. Hurston and others doubted that a woman whose nephew 

remembered seeing stacks of money all over her home at any given time would shot a lover 

over a $100 bill.
90

 Adams was also a longtime member of the Ku Klux Klan, which held a 

robust stronghold in the town. While the public knew McCollum as a cold-hearted killer, 

Hurston saw through the prejudice surrounding McCollum to see an abused, profiled woman.   

 The judge refused the admittance of any evidence that attacked Adams reputation, 

including any evidence of their affair, his extortion attempts, or the abuse. Six of the all-

white jurors were patients or relatives of Adams. Crucial evidence mysteriously disappeared 

after her arrest. When the trial was over new evidence surfaced that suggested Adams was 

planning to murder McCollum, but McCollum‟s self-defense plea had already been 

dismissed anyway. Finally, McCollum was sentenced to death on the electric chair. 

McCollum‟s attorney began an arduous appeals process, and the Florida Supreme Court 
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eventually ruled that she should be released from the mental institution she had been 

transferred to twenty years after the original verdict. While Hurston could write about this 

travesty of judicial justice, she was helpless to change any of the proceedings. As a black 

woman, like McCollum, she was powerless against the entrenched system that had been 

designed to protect men like Adams by men like Adams.  

The Courier had offered Hurston $1,000 to accept the assignment. Hurston planned 

on using it to purchase land to replace the Eau Gallie cottage from which she had been 

evicted, and to make payments on the car she used to travel and collect folklore. The Courier, 

however, only paid her about $200 for the eight months of trial coverage and a ten-part series 

following the verdict, hence her note to the editor. The Courier distracted their readers from 

Hurston‟s absence by creating a special editorial section that published reader‟s letters on the 

trial and McCollum in general.  

 The Courier’s slight caused her to lose out on the land opportunity and her car, and 

plunged her into an even deeper depression and poverty. In addition to not even “being 

decently paid” by the paper, in this letter she is likely expressing anger that her name is still 

being used in connection with the case, and that her name is referenced by the many readers 

who continue to write in after the verdict and the Courier has severed ties with Hurston. 

Because the letter is a burned fragment, we can only guess the words that have been charred 

away. The words that do remain reveal the confusion and fury she felt at not only being 

stiffed for her work, but also that The Courier appears to be using her name and attributing 

opinions to her without her permission: “You must know that it is no… illegal to attribute 

statements to a… not make.”  Apparently readers are informing Hurston of this gaffe, 

perhaps to her face, which no doubt compounded her embarrassment: “A Republican… 
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Cocoa two weeks ago to warn me about a…reader in California denouncing me f [or]…. well 

that I never made.”  

The Courier’s snub was yet another example of rejection from an institution who 

should have felt lucky that she agreed to report for them.  She writes “I must turn aside to 

acquire an[d] … extent you have injured me by putting …build your circulation.” In fact, 

Hurston uses the word  “injure” twice; in the above quote, and again later in the same 

paragraph, where she perhaps accuses the Courier of using her as a whipping boy. “…let 

myself be used as The Courier‟s whi… did my upmost for you and feel that at …. injure me 

for the sake of your circul[ation].” I get the sense that Hurston felt that the paper sacrificed 

her for the sake of circulation, and her word choice shows that beyond the anger and 

indignation she felt, she was used, abused, even sad. Injured.  

 While Hurston could never be described as child-like (even during most of her 

childhood), we do get a sense here that Hurston is struggling to understand and deal with the 

unfairness of it all, and she no doubt felt like a child when her protestations were ignored. 

Not only was she rejected from fully owning her work because she was not properly paid, not 

she was rejected of the chance to continue to fully articulate her voice and protect her public 

image and opinion, which understandably made her mad as hell. Perhaps to underscore how 

unprofessional she feels the Courier is being, and how much they are unworthy of her talent, 

she stubbornly tells them that “I have been too occupied… keep up with the series” 

It also must be noted that Hurston undertook the assignment under great personal 

risk- the crime has already incensed local mobs over McCollum‟s supposed guilt and 

threatened her life. Surely as the reporter and sympathizer of McCollum, and, of course as a 

black woman writer in the South, the task was dangerous, and it didn‟t help that Live Oak 
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was a stronghold of the Ku Klux Klan.
91

 The righteous anger that we get a glimpse of here 

when she that them that “I did my upmost for you” was undoubtedly magnified by this 

enormous risk, only making the case more personal and The Courier’s snub more 

outrageous.  

Hurston‟s opening articles for the Courier are strictly hard journalism, reporting on 

developments in trial dates and sanity rulings, and she is careful to remain a neutral voice.  

But eventually her assignment evolved into human interest pieces, with Hurston betraying 

more and more sympathy with the defendant as the trial progressed and this injustice of the 

proceeding became more and more apparent.  Hurston‟s letter here reveals her connection to 

McCollum in that she devotes her entire final paragraph to updates on the case, mentioning 

her “mental state,” and tips that she hears as a “hint,” “whispered,” and “on the quiet.” It is 

significant that she is privy to such secret information, and understanding her sympathy and 

connection with the admitted murderer reveals much about Hurston‟s emotional state at this 

time.  

 Hurston and McCollum were of course both black women living in the South, but 

they appear to have had similar personalities as well. Boyd indentifies a parallel independent 

streak in the two women, which Hurston also picked up on when she wrote that “By nature, 

Ruby did not walk in footprints.”
92

 Both were technically self-made women, if you can 

accept success in terms of literary accomplishment and access to wealth on McCollum‟s part.  

Supporters saw McCollum as a spurned women whose rejection led to the crime that 

she was now on trial for. Hurston could relate, as her novel The Golden Bench of God had 

recently been rejected by publishers. Kaplan further parallels the jailhouse isolation with the 
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isolation Hurston surely felt through the fifties as she wrote in isolated cabins and trailer 

homes only to be rejected over and over again by the publishers and agents in New York who 

she had previously brought success to.  

 Several scholars have pointed out the ways that Hurston borrows from her previous 

works, particularly Their Eyes Were Watching God, to describe the trial and the defendant, 

sometime recycling word-for-word descriptions and phrases.
93

 Kaplan however, attributes 

this borrowing to Hurston‟s position of sympathy and identification, as this recycling brands 

McCollum as a player in Hurston‟s personal imagination and professional accomplishment. 

However, it must also be noted that while Hurston must have surely felt an emotional 

connection to McCollum to describe her with the same language of the novel that brought her 

success, it is also possible that Hurston, as she aged and slipped into decreasing health, re-

used the same language because it worked the first time, or perhaps she didn‟t recognize, as 

she pulled this genius from her imagination and put it onto the page, that her imagination was 

feeding her used goods.  

 I wish to claim the Hurston‟s affinity to McCollum runs deeper than their 

personalities, race, gender, or difficult lives, perhaps scandalously so. Hurston had also 

reverted to violence to deal with a passionate circumstance, and was even an admitted 

attempted murderer, a detail in her biography that few analyze. Hurston‟s autobiography 

Dust Tracks on a Road recounts she attacked her six years older stepmother Mattie Hoge 

Hurston after Hoge threw a bottle at twenty year old Hurston. Hurston wrote of incident: 

“Consequences be damned! If I died, let me die with me hands soaked in her blood. I wanted 

her blood, and plenty of it… I could see her face when she realized that I meant to kill 
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her…She had given up fighting except for trying to spit in my face, and I did not intend for 

her to get away.”
94

 After her graduation from Barnard in 1928, she tracked down where the 

woman lived and intended to “finish the job” but abandoned the plan when she learned that 

Moge was an invalid in poor health.
95

 Hurston‟s sympathy therefore lies deeper than surface 

similarities. She better than anyone understood how it was possible to be so overcome with 

emotion to resort to violence, and she no doubt dealt internally with the consequences of her 

violent action. She understood what it was like to truly hate someone, and to be hated.  

 Hurston was probably very lucky that her father was so respected in the community, 

and that her neighbors sympathized with poor orphaned Hurston. No charges were brought 

against her and Hurston left town. McCollum did not share this same luck and Hurston was 

left feeling outraged and helpless over the injustice of her trial.   

Of course, as Kaplan has also noted, Hurston had a similar experience with the justice system 

in which she was falsely accused and felt silenced by the judicial system and prejudice.
96

 

Hurston understood what it was like to be accused and impotent, she is even powerless 

dealing with the Courier in this situation, and in her case it was lucky that when accused she 

didn‟t have the reputation of an adulterer and gambler hanging over her head.  

  The trial‟s unjust outcome surely further convinced that the country and world that 

she lived in was unjust, and particularly unjust to black women. She experienced a terrible 

despair at the ability of people to feel empathy for others, perhaps leading to her feeling of 

disenfranchisement that she expressed in her politics and controversial condemnation of the 

black population in, for example, “I Saw Negro Votes Peddled.” 
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In a letter dated June 10, 1954 to Huie, Hurston writes, “You understand that when I first 

buzzed you on the case, it was my intention to collaborate with you on the book, but I got so 

provoked at the treatment that I got from the Courier in addition to other things that I blew 

my top and went as completely anti-Negro as is possible for a human being to be. I washed 

my hands and turned my back on everything that pertained to A‟nt Hagar‟s chillun. I said 

that sometime or other, I ought to know when I have been sufficiently lynched.”
97

 The 

McCollum trial was a terrible personal experience and an unjust professional one, and 

Hurston deals her disappointment by painting with a broad brush, spiraling her further and 

further into a sense of isolation and disenfranchisement.  

 Finally, the letter is a copy reproduced from the state that it was found it. A group 

was hired to clean out Hurston‟s home and burned many of her possessions, including a trunk 

of papers and manuscripts. Fortuitously, a sheriff familiar with Hurston‟s reputation, noticed 

the smoke, stopped, and threw water on the smoldering piles. The burned fragment copied 

here is symbolic of just how little Hurston‟s voice and opinion mattered to the newspaper, 

and by the time of her death, the world. Just like McCollum and other black women in the 

South, her voice was continually and systematically silenced, even after her death, yet 

somehow her words survive.  
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1. My dear Mr. Nunn: Because this paper was in Hurston‟s possession at the time of her death, 

it is unclear whether this was ever sent to Nunn in any capacity. It is unlikely that feisty and 

destitute Zora would have not contacted the newspaper in some capacity regarding her 

payment, however it is clear through her continued money problems that The Courier never 

adequately addressed her concerns.  
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Chapter Seven 

 

“really sadistic persecution” 

 

Hurston‟s June 27, 1957 letter to Mary Holland details “months of really sadistic 

persecution from November 1956 on” in her job as a technical librarian at the Patrick Air 

Force Base in Cocoa Beach, Florida.  Mary Holland is the wife of Florida Governor Spessard 

Holland. The two met at a meeting for a program that Holland sponsored called Recreation in 

War, which arranged entertainment for soldiers stationed in the state. Holland was 

immediately attracted to Hurston‟s flamboyant individualist spirit and the two became fast 

friends.
98

 Hurston had started the job in November of 1956, and this letter details her anger, 

hurt, and frustration over being fired, but it also shows her increasingly cantankerous 

personality and separatist attitude. The acerbic tongue we get a glimpse of here is in keeping 

with Kaplan‟s assessment that Hurston reveals her personality to be “increasingly cankerous” 

in the final decade of her letters.
99

 This view of Hurston is reminiscent of the grandma or 

next door neighbor who grows increasingly grumpy as she ages. Of course Hurston had a 

right to be dissatisfied with the lack of recognition and success she achieved in her final 

years, and the situation she describes here does sound frustrating. Hurston was hired to be the 

technical literature librarian at the Base library for $1.88 an hour, and hated every minute of 

it.
100

 She describes how she was passed over for a promotion at the library to a kid with a 

high school diploma even though “I stood there the best educated and most cultivated among 

them.” She also reveals a friendship with a whistleblower named Mrs. Lyn and accuses the 

library of destroying documents against government protocol. Hurston‟s anger of this 
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professional injustice and prejudice was no doubt exacerbated by the loss of regular income 

her termination would mean. While Hurston was usually without income, this job had 

provided her with a stability that allowed her to work on her great obsession, her Herod the 

Great book. Hurston‟s work had suffered from her lack of financial stability for many years, 

so the real anger that we see here probably extends beyond the workplace prejudice she 

experienced.  

 Hurston‟s letter is littered with peppery and incredulous language, demonstrating her 

anger and truculent personality. She says that on “May 10, 1957, I was terminated, believe it 

or not, for „being too well educated for the job.‟” William J. McKay… came up with that 

one.” She insinuates that Mrs. Lyn was trapped into disobedience so that their supervisor 

could fire her for refusing to re-catalogue the system. Hurston‟s anger at this inspires sarcasm 

that jumps of the page: “Mrs. Lyn…indignantly refused. HA! Mission accomplished.” And 

in true mean-old-lady fashion, she complains about the receptionist, Maria Dussich, by 

adding that she is “a woman of Italian birth.” The letter also exposes a Hurston‟s paranoia 

and suspicion: “I was determined to test if The President‟s Committee on Government 

Contracts really guaranteed equal opportunity for work or was some more political hog-

wash.” She also proudly admits to sending reports of her own office to this committee: “…I 

kept the Committee posted from January 18 until I was terminated.” 

Kaplan described Hurston‟s final decade as one in which the author habitually 

alienated herself from her contemporaries, becoming heavily involved in right-wing politics 

and losing touch with many of her friends and colleagues. “Hurston alienated her 

contemporaries and seemed to move from an intriguing contrariness to an unpleasant 
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bitterness, a near-total repudiation of everything she had once claimed.”
101

 Hurston certainly 

shows that one of her strategies for such dealing with this alienation was a separatist attitude 

she reveals here. For example, readers may be surprised to read Hurston‟s criticism of the 

NAACP, but in reality Hurston was often on the outs with the organization and its leaders, 

who criticized Hurston in turn. Hurston believed that the organization contributed to 

pathology of black life, holding blacks back by insinuating that they were downtrodden. 

Hurston on the other hand, “chose to write of the positive effects of black experience because 

she did not believe that white injustices had created pathology in black behavior.”
102

 This 

belief led Hurston to denounce Brown vs. Board of Education in the Orlando Sentinel, 

concluding that the decision implied a pathological stereotype. This controversial letter did 

not win her many friends at the NAACP and drew criticism from those outside the 

organization as well.  

 Hurston‟s stormy history with the organization surprisingly rears its head as she 

anticipates criticism of her support of Senator Smathers. She in turn extends her criticism of 

the NAACP beyond the context of that race toward their general policy and effectiveness. 

This context provides us with the idea that Hurston, as she ages, is a bit of a quarrelsome 

grudge-holder: “The NAACP is quite annoyed with me because I continue to insist that they 

are working on the wrong end of the Negro…Let us learn about a better, a higher and cleaner 

way of life and all other things will follow.” Hurston also makes a thinly veiled insult at the 

current efforts of Civil Rights activists. She implies, for example, Rosa Parks is doing 

nothing to contribute towards the rights of blacks: “Let us not concerns ourselves so much 

about wherev we are going to sit, but rather what we are going to DO to contribute to the 
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welfare of this nation.” This quote also shows an interest in well-being of the nation rather 

than the rights of the individual, which is a curious thing considering how independent and 

protective of her individual liberty Hurston was. She wants activists to be “givers and not 

receivers only,” insinuating that she is the more likely to give towards the cause and that 

activists are receiving something suspect from it. “Knowing the conditions as I do, I clamor 

that improvements should start on the other end” (emphasis mine). Her criticism of the 

movement and the leaders within it is another source of how her individualism led to 

emotional alienation and separatism. 

 Hurston similarly separates herself from her co-workers on the basis of their 

educational differences. Among lesser educated co-workers, some with only a high school 

diploma, Hurston says that “More and more education standards slumped which made me 

with an A.B. from Columbia U. stick out like a sore thumb.” Her only ally is Mrs. Lyn and 

Hurston aligns herself with Lyn because she believes them both to be distinctive in their 

heritage and education: “Mrs. Eva Lyn, a Southerner, who is now employed in California, 

highly appreciated my abilities. They were after her already, she being a graduate of 

California Tech… They knew that I was her friend, and then went after me.” Hurston had 

every right to be proud of her education, especially because she had fought so hard (and 

long) to get it. Perhaps this struggle is the reason that she is so preoccupied with the idea of 

educational prejudice. After all, she tells us that the real trouble behind the debacle is “not 

my race so much as the average education which I have.”  

Hurston insists that rather than her termination being a result of racism, it‟s a southern 

prejudice. Hurston was so determined for Holland to be convinced of this that Hurston wrote 

at the bottom of the page after the typed letter had been completed: “This intimidation and 
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low-rating of southerners on the Base can be readily traced to all this lurid literature showing 

up to be practically uncivilized and under-privileged down here. I don‟t mean Negros. All 

southerners. Ignorant Northerners not only expect us to eat missionaries, but eat them raw. 

But why such ignorance at a Missile Base?”  The fact that this note is handwritten, she 

underlines “all,” and calls the northerners “ignorant” shows us that Hurston was unable to 

resist making sure Holland knew this point, giving us a clue to the potency of the anger 

Hurston felt.  

 Hurston had always been proud of her Southern heritage and never toned down “the 

map of Dixie on her tongue,”
103

 and as a young Harlem Renaissance writer, she was the only 

representative of the South.
104

 She also gathered much of the material for her folklore and 

inspiration for her fiction from traveling the south in a beat up old car. She was proud of 

being from the South, and in her youth it had served her well- it made her likable during her 

stint as a circus maid, which lead to income and education, and it made her an adored 

anomaly of the Harlem Renaissance. But now being a Southerner was working against her, 

and it made Hurston indignant. She finds the library to be “a sly latter-day Reconstruction 

program of crying down southerners, of putting in most poorly educated northerners before 

prepared sout[h]erners.” The proud and stubborn Hurston of course “made a point of keeping 

everybody in mind that I was a Floridian…” 

 Perhaps as a child of Hurston‟s famous pride was a self-inflated ego. We see a bit of 

that here as Hurston stresses the importance of Holland completely understanding Hurston‟s 

angle on the drama because it may become public and a matter of national importance. She 

stresses her wishes by writing in capital letters: “ALL I WANT IS FOR YOU to KNOW IF 
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THE MATTER BECOME PUBLIC THAT IT HAS NO RACIAL SIGNIFICANCE FOR 

ME, NO NAACP WHOOPING AND HOLLERING AT ALL.” Further, this matter of „no 

racial significance” is elevated from a work-place dispute to “a matter of loyalty to the 

United States and due process.” Her letters also shows that Hurston is capable of responding 

to anger with a hint of revenge, and Hurston combines this with her sense of self-importance 

in her plan for retribution: “I called it to the attention of Vice-President Nixon himself, so 

that come 1958, he could not pretend that he was not aware of what was going on. Come 

1960, it would stare him, as Eisenhower‟s successor stark in the face.”  

 Focusing on Hurston‟s anger and sourness is not to suggest that her anger was 

unjustified or that we should not empathize with her plight. The workplace situation is 

unfortunately another illustration of how socially disadvantaged Hurston was. Though  better 

educated for the job, Hurston was passed over for a promotion and eventually terminated. In 

fact, it could even be argued that Hurston was fired for doing her job too well, because she 

was uninterested in looking the other way at workplace and government misconduct. While 

Hurston insists that the matter is a race issue, unlike Hurston we are unable to overlook her 

race without apprehension in this instance. And while Hurston does not explicitly discuss 

sexism as a motivation for the promotion slight, we easily detect hints of it. Why else would 

Mr. Allen “who not only knew nothing about library science, but was merely a high school 

graduate, and a poor sample of that” be made the “Supervisor of Technical Library” over 

Hurston and Mrs. Lyn? And of course their co-workers unjustly turn not on Mr. Allen, but 

Mrs. Lyn for being a snitch. Eventually Mrs. Lyn and Hurston will be fired for refusing to 

obey their (male, unqualified) supervisor. Hurston also clues us in on the workplace 

environment that reeks of chauvinism and sexual misconduct. In fact Mrs. Lyn, she tells us, 
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is fired for her insubordination over a catalogue system Mr. Allen designs with the 

receptionist “Maria Dussich, a woman of Italian birth, who complained to me that even 

history was to hard for her in high school.” Hurston says the supervisor and his assistant are 

“An ignorant Machivelli [a]nd Lucrezia Borgia rolled into one.” Hurston concludes that she 

is fired for her association with Mrs. Lyn for reporting against the boys club established at 

the library. We can easily share in Hurston‟s frustration when she writes “Allen and company 

were only too glad to play footsie by finding a place for his girl and one for a girl said to 

belong to Mitchell, Pres. of Pan Am at Patrick.” While the language of the letter works to 

separate Hurston above and apart from her contemporaries, readers today who read it as a 

whole can sympathize with Hurston as she protests these issues, which unfortunately still 

linger today.  As we realize that Hurston is a victim of sexism, prejudice, even ageism, we 

can hurt with her, and re-reading her words allows us to participate in her anger, because, as 

Kaplan noted, “her wariness was not unearned.”
105
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1 

 

 

2 

1. Claude Pepper: Claude Denson Pepper (1900-1989), liberal Democratic Florida Senator who faced 

waning popularity in the 1950s. Pepper was accused of having communist ties to the Soviet Union, being 

anti-business, and pro-civil rights when he was defeated by Smathers in 1950.  

2. Senator Smathers: George Smathers (1913 –2007), Democratic Florida Senator who defeated Pepper. 

Smathers was vehemently anti-communist and generally opposed civil rights, leading many to criticize 

Hurston‟s work for his campaign in 1950. The race would inspire Hurston to write “I Saw Negro Votes 

Being Peddled” and eventually led to a job ghostwriting a book for Smathers‟ father, Judge Frank Smathers.  
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3 

3. Black Hand: A secret society formed by members of the Serbian army with the goal of annexing and uniting 

Austrian-Hungary territories with significant Serbian populations. Society leaders executed the assassination of 

Archduke Franz Ferdinand in 1914. 
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 This intimidation and low-rating of southerners on the  

Base can readily be traced to all this lurid literature  

showing us to be practically uncivilized and under-priviliged 

down here.  I don‟t mean Negroes. All southerners. Ignorant 

Northerners not only expect to eat missionaries, but 

eat them raw. But why place such ignorance at a Missile Base? 
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Chapter Eight 

“has to have courage” 

There is something sad yet poetic about the fact that this letter to Harper Brothers 

inquiring of their interest in Herod the Great was the last letter Hurston wrote. It is as if this 

letter is Hurston‟s dying wish, a final attempt at a dream that she was desperately pursuing 

and willing to work towards with her last breath.  Hurston kept a hardcover notebook for her 

notes on Herod and its pages often turned into a journal of sorts. Wondering if the book 

would ever be published, Hurston wrote herself a note: “You are alive, aren‟t you? Well, so 

long as you have no grave you are covered by the sky. No limit to your possibilities. The 

distance to heaven is the same everywhere.”
106

  

Perhaps because Hurston was determined to work toward her dream as long as she 

was alive, we can detect a tone of humility in the note, a rare trait for the obnoxiously proud 

Hurston. This “query” to see “if you would have any interest in the book I am laboring upon 

at present” was unsolicited. After all, Hurston was the most important collector of Afro-

American folklore and at this point had published more books than any other black American 

woman.
107

 But in this letter we see the celebrated author with her hat in her hand, and we 

know from the fact that Herod the Great was never published that Harper Brothers will reject 

the manuscript.  

She addresses the letter “Dear Sirs.” Tellingly, she does not have a friend or 

connection at the publishing house – if she had, she surely would have addressed this letter 

with familiarity, as she did when writing W.E.B. Du Bois in 1957 and addressing him as 

“Mr. dear Dr. Du Bois”  after a twenty-year silence. Indeed, her address seems to show that 
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Hurston is losing a bit of her spunk. In addition to forcing familiarity, we‟ve seen in the 

letters collected here a playful energy and happiness in her letters, even in her addresses: for 

example, her June 27, 1957 letter to Mary Holland is addressed “Dear Miz‟ Mary.” “Dear 

Sirs” shows that Hurston is focused on being uncharacteristically professional, but her short, 

to-the-point letter and weary language reflects a similar emotional weariness and 

uncharacteristic humility.  

 Perhaps this emotional weariness was the result of Hurston having spent nearly all 

her valuable energy of her last seven years attempting to write and publish Herod: “In her 

very last days Zora lived a difficult life- alone, proud, ill, obsessed with a final book she 

could not complete.”
108

 This letter reflects the emotional toll that the monumental project has 

taken on Hurston, and we can surmise how this emotional toll impacted her work. In her July 

9, 1951 letter to Jean Waterbury, Hurston describes her busy day caring for her home and 

garden, then working throw her notes to “go back to work with new vigor and a clean-swept 

mind.” Hurston is still describing a happy exhaustiveness and fulfillment with her work in 

her March 1952 letter to Waterbury: “I have done a series of five folk concerts here in the 

last six weeks and picked up a little money that way. I could do more but it takes from my 

writing time.”  But in this letter Hurston inquires if there is “any interest in the book I am 

laboring upon at present.” There is no added optimism. Her work is a project that she is 

“laboring upon.” Her description of work has transformed from vigorous to nearly-defeated, 

from being a cheerful priority to a necessary “labor.”  We get the sense that Hurston is 

feeling run-down, and that her attitude toward her work finally reflects an emotional and 

physical life that has been increasingly difficult, lonely, and impoverished.    
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 Still, this letter tells us that Hurston really believed in the project and sees it as a 

chance to let the world see “a life of Herod as it really was.”  Her language hints that perhaps 

she knew the secret of his life or that she understood him better than anyone else could. Why 

does she feel such a connection and debt toward Herod and his story?  

In an introduction to her book on Herod the Great, Hurston asks and answers the 

question as to why she would write a book on the figure. She writes: “Why a LIFE OF 

HEROD THE GREAT? Because a biography of Herod would be extravagantly justified by 

intense drama of his life.”
109

 Perhaps we can use Hurston‟s own reasons for writing 

biography for why an edition of her biography is important. Hurston‟s life was spectacularly 

dramatic and perhaps she felt a connection to the figure of Herod in this way. She wrote that 

the story of Herod, “On occasion, it climbs to the peaks of triumph, and at others, plumbs the 

utmost depths of human misery.”
110

 Hurston also climbed to the peaks of triumph with 

literary, scholarly, and personal success, and at the time of writing this letter we get a sense 

of her desperation to get her work published and realize that Hurston may be edging toward 

the bottom of these “depths of human misery.”  

In her letter here Hurston reveals the empathy she feels for the figure of Herod, and 

her sense of responsibility in telling his story by releasing it from “groundless legends.” 

Perhaps this empathy grows from the implicit connection Hurston felt toward Herod as a 

colossal, important, and misunderstood figure. Hurston certainly presupposed how important 

of a figure that she was, and recognized the importance of her work – that is why she is 

writing Harper Brothers with a manuscript that had previously been rejected. What might the 

feeling toward Herod that Hurston implicitly reveals here tells us about her emotional state at 
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this time? Maybe she is feeling a sense that she must give a final big push for her work to be 

recognized before her work, like Herod‟s life “as it really was,” will be forgotten. She is 

perhaps recognizing her own mortality in Herod‟s, as she uses “life” twice in her short letter 

and hopes to work against the “groundless legends” that have become his life in the public 

imagination. After numerous scandals, Hurston‟s similarly ran the risk of becoming 

legendary. Her devotion to his story shows an author who is dedicated, “laboring,” frustrated, 

and relentless.  

It is possible that Hurston‟s pride blinded her to problems with the manuscript. About 

three hundred imperfect pages of an incomplete manuscript survived the fire set to her 

possessions in the days after her death, and scholars who have read it admit that the story has 

poor characterization, pedantic and inconsistent scholarship, and lacks narrative effect.
111

 

These problems, which Hurston appears to have made little effort in correcting, illustrate 

how much Hurston‟s talent had deteriorated. Surely Hurston‟s instinct was correct- the story 

could be great, and maybe she was right in that it hadn‟t been accurately or fairly told by 

anyone else. But the problem was that she just couldn‟t execute her idea. Her letter begging 

Harper Brothers to accept the inadequate manuscript serves as a materialization of her “talent 

in ruins.”  

Without knowledge of Hurston‟s emotional and social history it is difficult to 

understand her devotion to the project, especially considering the apparent difficulties with 

her manuscript: “It‟s hard to imagine how Hurston could not have known there were 

problems with the Herod book. Even her letters about it seem dull compared to others. But 

evidently, she had lost touch with her audiences and with what they- and her publishers- 
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wanted her to write.”
112

 Scribner rejected her manuscript in 1955, finding the book 

“disappointing.”
113

 The David McKay Company was equally uninterested in her project after 

she pitched it in September of 1958. At this point Hurston had moved to Fort Pierce after an 

invitation to write a weekly voodoo and black magic column for the Fort Pierce Chronicle. 

The stipend was supplemented by unemployment checks she received after being fired from 

the Patrick Air Force Base library and Hurston lived on about $26 a week. Shortly after this 

letter was written, Hurston would suffer a stroke which greatly impaired her faculties.  

Understanding the dire economic condition Hurston was in will give us a clue as to 

why she just couldn‟t give the idea up. She had invested many years in the project, and she 

desperately needed the advance success would bring. Beyond what the acceptance of this 

manuscript would mean financially, Hemenway suggests that Hurston clutched at the idea of 

the story as a way to retreat from the difficulties of her present surroundings: “The first 

century B.C. had become a haven for an author who found herself without any way to 

publish her work. As events dealt harder and harder blows each year, she burrowed deeper 

into antiquity, as if the manuscript provided a way to avoid the unpleasant reality of her 

diminished circumstances.”
114

 As long as Hurston was working on the manuscript and 

developing her idea, she was an author. She couldn‟t give up the idea because that would 

mean she was giving up part of her identity, the part of herself that she was perhaps the most 

proud of. It is as if Hurston could not give up working on the manuscript because to do so 

would be to give up on herself.  
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The question of this manuscript and the devotion she reveals in this letter demonstrate 

why an emotional biography of the author is important, not only to understanding the woman 

who felt that she could be as misunderstood as Herod, but to understanding her work and 

literary project. Approaching the author from an emotional angle offers an explanation for 

this “talent in ruins.” Hurston‟s biographers haven‟t agreed on such an explanation, likely 

because they approach her life from different angles. Raffel Burton writes that by 

reconstructing the emotions of individuals gleaned from first-hand accounts, such as letters, 

we can “re-enter a vanished emotional world,”
115

 and that this “emotional history” is an 

important, largely unexplored aspect of history.  Typical biographies might report Hurston‟s 

decline as a fact or a normal turn in her life story. But by entering the vanished emotional 

world of Hurston we can contextualize Hurston‟s professional decline as a reflection of an 

emotional decline. We‟ve learned that Hurston fed on recognition for her accomplishments, 

and when she feels insecure she responds by pushing through and continuing her work and 

shoring up the importance and quality of that work even if it didn‟t deserve any recognition, 

as was the case with “Herod the Great.”  

Burke writes that “the poet will naturally tend to write about that which most deeply 

engrosses him – and nothing more deeply engrosses a man than his burdens.”
116

 Perhaps 

Hurston was too engrossed by her emotional burdens to produce quality work, and those 

difficulties combined with her physical and financial trouble undoubtedly hindered her 

writing and even choosing the type of story that would both be considered for publication. 

Without the sharp instincts, talents, and relative stability of her earlier life, Hurston was 
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unable to re-create the professional accomplishments that were so important to her and her 

happiness.  

It appears then Hurston that used her writing to deal with her life in a symbolic way, 

as a way of expressing her interior, emotional life and as a way of pushing back against the 

difficulties of her exterior life. Following Burke‟s theory of symbolic action, the burdens, 

fears, and hopes that Hurston felt over this period in her life seeped into her writing, and she 

wrote to express these emotions. When she felt muted and unrepresented she writes in voice 

that is distant, professional, and yet, still hopeful. In this letter she writes “Dear Sirs,” but in 

spite of this respectful distance she signs the letter “Sincerely yours.”  She still injects herself 

and her personality in all of her writing, symbolically gesturing towards her own importance 

and worth by writing letters and continuing to write work that no one wanted. It appears that 

Hurston used to symbolically inscribe and re-assert her identity, in particular her identity as 

an author. Of course, Hurston‟s identity is complicated but by studying her emotions we can 

contribute to a more complete understanding of her that reaches beyond a singular identity of 

Hurston as a writer, or as black, or as a pre-Women‟s Movement woman. Because this 

edition has approached Hurston with an emotional lens we have been able to trace a 

trajectory of Hurston‟s interiority and apply this knowledge to her socio-historical 

circumstance and her professional history. Further, by engaging in a new focal point of an 

individual‟s history we can contribute to a more complete picture of Hurston as a historical 

individual and participate in the broadening of what a typical literary biography looks like.  

While scholars universally acknowledge the difficulty and obscurity of Hurston‟s 

final days, they also recognize a dignity in a proud death that mirrored her storied life.  

“Hurston had a full life that did not end all that differently from the way it was lived- with 
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courage, and strength, and a compulsion for rejecting the commonplace and the everyday.”
117

 

Hurston‟s dream of “jumping at de sun” took tenacity.  

In her short letter, Hurston writes that any honest undertaking of Herod‟s story “has 

to have courage.” Hurston felt that telling this story was difficult yet important, and by 

focusing on the revealed emotion of “courage,” we also get a sense of what Hurston the 

writer felt about her art. Writing took courage. For a black woman to be a celebrated writer 

and anthropologist in the pre-Civil Rights South took a lion-hearted conviction in the value 

of her talent and her self-worth. We of course can surmise that is would take courage for a 

black woman to write a controversial
118

 book about a Jewish man who lived two thousand 

years ago, but it is important that Hurston tells us that she feels the same way about herself. 

Writing this book and building the career that got her to this point took courage.  

Hers may have been a “talent in ruins” but she believed in her talent right until her 

death. She never gave up. When we read this letter we share in her tenacity, courage, and 

even her heartbreak. Her decision to end the note with her suggestion that a Herod the Great 

novel would take gumption is telling. It is as if she is telling Harper Brothers, and more 

largely the world, „I had to have courage… I have courage.‟  
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1734 School Court 

Fort Pierse, Florida 

Jan. 16, 1959. 

 

 

 

Editorial Department 

 

Harper Brothers, Publishers. 

 

New York, N.Y. 

 

 

Dear Sirs: 

 

       This is to query you if you would have  

 

any interest in the book I am laboring upon 

at present- a life of Herod the Great. 

 

One reason I approach you is because 

you will realize that any publisher who 

 

offers a life of Herod as it really was, and 

naturally different from the groundless legends 

which have been built up around his name 

has to have courage.  

 

 

   Sincerely yours, 

    

Zora Neale Hurston 
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